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The Supreme Court takes two very different approaches to substantive sentencing law. Whereas its review of capital sentences is robust, its oversight of noncapital sentences is virtually nonexistent. Under the Court's reading of the Constitution, states must draft death penalty statutes with enough guidance to avoid death sentences being imposed in an arbitrary and capricious manner. Mandatory death sentences are disallowed, and the sentencing authority must have the opportunity to consider mitigating evidence. The Court will scrutinize whether the death sentence is proportionate to the crime and the defendant, and it has frequently exempted certain crimes and certain offenders from a capital sentence to avoid an unconstitutionally excessive punishment. The Court does not insist on any of these requirements in noncapital cases.

This Article argues for the abandonment of this two-track approach to sentencing. It finds no support in the Constitution and the functional arguments given by the Court to support its capital decisions apply with equal force to all other criminal punishments. But it is not just the Court's poor legal reasoning that makes its sentencing jurisprudence misguided. It has also been a policy failure for capital and noncapital defendants alike. As long as the two tracks exist, significant sentencing reform is all but impossible. If, as a matter of constitutional law, death were no longer different, our criminal justice system would be—and almost certainly for the better.
INTRODUCTION

Death is different, according to the Supreme Court. And the Court is hardly guilty of understatement. Its capital sentencing jurisprudence departs from its noncapital sentencing case law in the most fundamental ways. In capital cases, the Court insists that statutes guide the sentencing authority's discretion so that a death sentence cannot be imposed in an arbitrary and capricious manner. Mandatory death sentences are disallowed, and the sentencing authority must have the opportunity to consider mitigating evidence. The Court will scrutinize whether the death sentence is proportionate to the crime and the defendant, exempting certain crimes and certain offenders from a capital sentence to avoid an unconstitutionally excessive punishment. In noncapital cases, in contrast, the Court has done virtually nothing to ensure that the sentence is appropriate. Mandatory punishments proliferate with no attention to an individual's particular culpability, sentences are frequently disproportionate given the actual conduct and culpability of the offender, and arbitrariness abounds.

Although the Court has relied on the “death is different” mantra time and again in its case law to justify its stark two-track system for sentencing, the Eighth Amendment does not support the Court’s elaborate set of rules for death and its virtually nonexistent role in overseeing any other criminal sentence. The functional explanations used by the Court to support its capital rulings also fail to support the Court’s bifurcated approach, for these arguments apply equally to noncapital cases.

It is not just the Court’s unpersuasive legal reasoning that calls into question the two tracks of sentencing; the Court’s two-track approach has also been a policy failure for capital and noncapital cases alike. The Court’s additional substantive protections for capital cases satisfy neither the critics nor the supporters of the death penalty. Critics of the death penalty are unhappy with the Court’s approach because it helps preserve capital punishment. People who are not unalterably opposed to the death penalty but who are concerned that it be administered fairly gain false comfort from the fact that the Court has created heightened protections for capital cases. But, as scholars of the Court’s death penalty jurisprudence have pointed out, the protections established by the Court fall short of addressing all the concerns raised by capital punishment. There are extra rules, but they do not go to the core problems with the death penalty’s administration. Meanwhile, supporters of the death penalty decry these same safeguards because they create the perverse situation that the worst criminal offenders receive more substantive protection than any other defendant and because the Court saddles death cases with greater prosecutorial burdens. Pro-death penalty advocates are therefore able to use the Court’s jurisprudence as a rallying cry for tough-on-crime and pro-death penalty legislation. And as bad as the

2. See Douglas A. Berman, A Capital Waste of Time? Examining the Supreme Court’s “Culture of Death” 26 (Ohio State Univ. Moritz Coll. of Law Pub. Law & Legal Theory Working Paper Series, Paper No. 111, 2008), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1154766 (“By virtue of the Court’s continuous involvement in the regulation of capital punishment, the Justices’ work in this arena can create the highly inaccurate impression that courts are systematically working on system-wide remedies to the various problems that continue to burden the administration of capital punishment in the United States.”).

3. See Steiker & Steiker, supra note 1, at 398–402 (noting that the problems of inadequate defense counsel and racial disparity in application remain even under the Court’s death-is-different cases).

4. After the Supreme Court’s decision in Furman, for example, there was widespread criticism of the Court followed by an outpouring of political support for new death penalty legislation. See Corinna Barrett Lain, Furman Fundamentals, 82 WASH. L. REV. 1, 46–55 (2007) (describing the backlash to Furman and how it “stimulate[ed] political countermobilization and a resurgence of death penalty support”); Stephen F. Smith, The Supreme Court and the Politics of Death, 94 VA. L. REV. 283, 381 (2008) (“By constitutionalizing capital punishment, the Court inadvertently politicized it, and the political process quickly responded with new death penalty schemes crafted to correct the defects identified in Furman.”). More recently, political support for the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) rested in part on those who blamed delays between sentencing and actual executions on “liberal judges . . . [who] continue to allow this to happen because they do not like the death penalty.” 141 Cong. Rec. 15,062 (1995) (statement of Sen. Hatch). President Clinton joined this chorus, noting that “endless death row appeals have stood in the way of justice being served.” Statement on Signing the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, 1 Pub. PAPERS 630, 631 (Apr. 24, 1996). For a general discussion of the politics surrounding AEDPA, see
Court’s two-track jurisprudence may be for death cases, it is far worse for noncapital matters, which by comparison languish in a backwater devoid of any procedural protections.

Perhaps the most disconcerting part of the Court’s bipolar approach to substantive sentencing law is that its very nature makes it resistant to change. By not having to consider criminal sentencing questions under the same constitutional rules, the Court can scrutinize death cases more closely without taking on the burden of policing all criminal cases. The Court has an interest in doing this because it allows the Court to feel better about its role in capital punishment’s administration without paying much of a price. The Court likely feels some responsibility for the resulting death in an execution because of its significant role in overseeing all capital cases’ compliance with the Constitution. The Court typically receives a petition for a stay on the eve of an execution, so it knows that it is usually the last stand between the defendant and the end of his or her life. That is a heavy load to bear, but by allowing itself to give special scrutiny to capital cases, the Court can alleviate some of its worries about how a capital sentence has been administered. At the same time, by cabining capital cases to a separate category, the Court never has to confront the question of whether it is prepared to give greater oversight to all criminal cases in exchange for the benefits it wants to achieve in capital cases. In 2004, more than one million adults received noncapital sentences versus 115 people who received death sentences. The Court has focused on the tiny percent of cases it views as the most sympathetic and created a special jurisprudence for them. With those cases off the table as a cause for concern, the Court can—and has—ignored the rest.

The entrenchment goes deeper still. By creating a two-track system, the Court has taken what should be natural allies for broader criminal justice improvements—capital and noncapital defendants and their representatives—and placed them at odds with one other. Capital punishment reformers now explicitly argue that the protections they are requesting should apply only to capital cases so that they can emphasize the low burden their requests would impose on the system. These reformers therefore explicitly cast aside noncapital cases as areas in need of reform. In addition, death penalty abolitionists frequently tout life without parole as a viable sentencing option, even though noncapital sentencing reformers have highlighted that life without parole itself raises fundamental questions of justice.
The Court’s two-track approach to sentencing is troubling not only because it maintains the status quo at the Court, but also because reform through the political process is so difficult for noncapital cases. It is almost impossible for the millions of people serving noncapital sentences to get the public’s attention about injustices in noncapital sentencing law, even though there are many. While the politics surrounding capital punishment is hardly a model of rationality, capital punishment has generally been subject to more political scrutiny and consideration than noncapital punishment. The Court’s approach therefore exacerbates the imbalance that already exists in the political process.

This is not to suggest that Court oversight is not needed in capital cases, because it plainly is. The political process surrounding the death penalty is itself still deficient, and the Constitution demands judicial review of criminal sentencing. The point here is that this same judicial oversight is needed in noncapital cases—perhaps more so.

This Article argues that it is time for the Court to abandon the two-track approach to criminal sentencing under the Eighth Amendment. It is wrong as a matter of doctrine, and it is unwise as a matter of policy. It has unreasonably discriminated among criminal defendants, and most sentencing laws are virtually impervious to improvement so long as the Court clings to the claim that it need not apply the same constitutional protections to capital and noncapital defendants.

The argument unfolds as follows: After outlining how the Court’s two sentencing tracks differ in Part I, Part II argues that neither the Constitution, the Court’s functional arguments, nor the demands of specific contexts justify the Court’s bifurcated approach to the Eighth Amendment. Part III expands on this discussion by explaining how the two-track system harms both capital and noncapital defendants. Finally, Part IV argues that there are good reasons to believe that a switch to uniformity would improve both capital and noncapital sentencing.

I. HOW DEATH MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Most constitutional rights belong to capital and noncapital defendants alike. The core protections for criminal cases in the Fourth, Fifth, and


11. U.S. Const. amend. VIII.
Sixth Amendments, for example, apply equally to both sets of defendants. Conversely, when the Court rejects arguments for a proposed right, it typically treats capital and noncapital cases alike.\textsuperscript{12} But that is not always the Court’s approach. The Court has recognized a series of constitutional rights that apply only to capital defendants.\textsuperscript{13} The Court’s cases granting capital defendants greater procedural and substantive protections comprise the death-is-different canon. While these cases cover a range of areas,\textsuperscript{14} this Article focuses only on the Court’s Eighth

12. The most important example of this is the Court’s decision in \textit{McCleskey v. Kemp}, 481 U.S. 279 (1987). The defendants there relied on powerful statistical evidence that the death penalty was imposed disproportionately in cases with white victims. They argued before the Court that this evidence of disparate impact was sufficient to prove discrimination and that they did not need to prove intentional discrimination in capital cases because death is different. The Court refused to employ the two-track approach in this context because of its concern that the defendants’ argument would, “taken to its logical conclusion, throw[] into serious question the principles that underlie our entire criminal justice system.” \textit{Id.} at 314–15. The Court worried it “could soon be faced with similar claims as to other types of penalty.” \textit{Id.} at 315. The Court has similarly refused to create special rules for death in other contexts. See, e.g., Steiker & Steiker, \textit{supra} note 1, at 398–401 (explaining that postconviction procedural doctrine has been treated similarly in both capital and noncapital cases).

13. Note, \textit{The Rhetoric of Difference and the Legitimacy of Capital Punishment}, 114 HARV. L. REV. 1599, 1603 (2001) (“In the context of capital punishment, the Supreme Court has tried to ensure a closer correlation between legal guilt and actual guilt.”).

14. For example, the Court has carved out special rules concerning what capital juries must be told about sentencing options. See, e.g., Gilmore v. Taylor, 508 U.S. 333, 342 (1993) (refusing to apply to a noncapital case the standard for reviewing ambiguous jury instructions that the Court developed in the capital case of \textit{Boyle v. California}, 494 U.S. 370 (1990)). To take an example involving innocence claims, the Court has recognized that an individual who can show that he is actually innocent of the aggravating circumstances that make him eligible for the death penalty can raise that claim on habeas even if the claim could not be raised under normal rules of procedural default; it has not yet recognized the same exception for noncapital defendants. See \textit{Dretke v. Haley}, 541 U.S. 386 (2004).

The Court may have also recently established a different standard for effective assistance of counsel at sentencing. Although it has stated that the same test from \textit{Strickland v. Washington}, 466 U.S. 668, 687–88 (1984), applies to capital and noncapital cases alike, it has recently applied that test more stringently in capital cases to make clear that capital defense lawyers must conduct thorough investigations into mitigating evidence. See \textit{Rompilla v. Beard}, 545 U.S. 374, 377 (2005) (holding that defense lawyers must make reasonable efforts to investigate and review any material that the prosecution has indicated will be relied upon at the sentencing phase); \textit{Wiggins v. Smith}, 539 U.S. 510 (2003) (holding that counsel was ineffective for failing to investigate beyond a presentence report and department of social services records because those records suggested that further investigation into defendant’s social history would have provided further mitigating evidence); \textit{Williams v. Taylor}, 529 U.S. 362, 395 (2000) (finding counsel ineffective for failing to conduct an investigation that would have uncovered the defendant’s troubled childhood because counsel erroneously believed state law barred access to those records). Some commentators have concluded from these cases that the Court is, in deed if not in word, applying a more rigorous standard for counsel in capital cases. See, e.g., Erwin Chemerinsky, \textit{Keynote Address: Evolving Standards of Decency in 2003—Is the Death Penalty on Life Support?}, 29 U. DAYTON L. REV. 201, 217 (2004) (arguing that the Court in \textit{Wiggins} applied a different standard “that requires lower courts look much more carefully at the performance of counsel, at least in every death penalty case”); \textit{Smith}, \textit{supra} note 4, at 370 (arguing that the Court in recent ineffective assistance cases has insisted “on a much higher standard of representation by capital defenders”).

The Court has also been more willing to engage in fact-specific error correction in capital cases than in noncapital cases. See, e.g., \textit{Dobbs v. Zant}, 506 U.S. 357 (1993); \textit{Caldwell v. Mississippi}, 472 U.S. 320, 328–330 (1985) (invalidating death sentence because prosecution misled jurors about the scope of appellate review and therefore the consequences of their decision); \textit{Gardner v. Florida},
Amendment decisions that interpret the Constitution to place substantive limits on capital sentences.\textsuperscript{19} The focus here is on these substantive decisions instead of all death-is-different case law because substantive sentencing review under the Constitution operates as the strongest check on the government. Because these decisions place limits on the content of sentencing law, not just the procedures that must be followed before a sentence is imposed, this line of case law is the most consequential for defendants and policymakers. The cases discussed in this Part are the substantive core of the Court's death-is-different case law, and they stand in sharpest contrast with the Court's noncapital decisions.\textsuperscript{16} Section I.A focuses on the Court's cases regulating the sentencer's discretion. Section I.B discusses the Court's differing use of proportionality review in capital and noncapital cases.

\section*{A. The Sentencer's Discretion}

Perhaps the most fundamental way in which the Court treats death differently than all other sentences is in its heightened concern for the exercise of sentencing discretion. In death cases, it has sought to "develop a system of capital punishment at once consistent and principled but also humane and sensible to the uniqueness of the individual."\textsuperscript{17} That is, the Court has sought both to guide discretion and to ensure appropriate individualization. In nondeath cases, by contrast, the Court has made no effort either to control sentencing discretion or to require attention to individual circumstances.

\subsection*{1. Guided Discretion}

When the Supreme Court struck down capital punishment as it then existed in 1972 in \textit{Furman v. Georgia},\textsuperscript{18} its central concern was avoiding arbitrary and capricious death sentences.\textsuperscript{19} To be sure, the opinions were

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item This Article therefore takes no position on whether the Court could justify its different set of \textit{procedural} rules for death penalty cases.
\item For instance, although the Court has yet to recognize a noncapital defendant's right to a lesser-included-offense instruction, it is possible that the Court would ultimately treat these cases similarly and has simply not had the opportunity to issue such a ruling because most jurisdictions already allow these instructions. In contrast, in the areas discussed in this Section, the Court has explicitly rejected the kind of review for noncapital cases that it applies in capital cases.
\item See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Woodson v. North Carolina}, 428 U.S. 280, 302 (1976) (plurality opinion) ("Central to the limited holding in \textit{Furman} was the conviction that the vesting of standardless sentencing power in the jury violated the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.").
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
splintered, but a majority of Justices shared that same basic sentiment.\textsuperscript{20} And the Court later ended the post-\textit{Furman} moratorium on the death penalty only in those states that had, in its view, eliminated the danger of unguided discretion.\textsuperscript{21} The Court approved those statutes that were "carefully drafted [to] ensure[] that the sentencing authority is given adequate information and guidance."\textsuperscript{22} It made clear that capital statutes must direct and limit discretion and provide a "meaningful basis for distinguishing the . . . cases in which [the death penalty] is imposed from the many cases in which it is not."\textsuperscript{23} The plurality in \textit{Gregg} emphasized that, in death cases, "discretion must be suitably directed and limited so as to minimize the risk of wholly arbitrary and capricious action."\textsuperscript{24} The capital punishment statute must therefore be narrowly tailored so that defendants convicted under it deserve its punishment, and so that it controls against discriminatory application.\textsuperscript{25}

To enforce this principle, the Court has required states imposing the death penalty to define death-eligible crimes in a way that "channel[s] the sentencer's discretion by 'clear and objective standards' that provide 'specific and detailed guidance,' and that 'make rationally reviewable the process for imposing a sentence of death.'"\textsuperscript{26} Using this standard, the Court struck down a law that made a defendant eligible for death upon a finding that his conduct was "outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible, and inhuman" because "[a] person of ordinary sensibility could fairly characterize almost every murder" as meeting that standard.\textsuperscript{27} Instead, ju-
risdictions must provide a finite list of specific aggravating factors to limit the jury's discretion.\(^{28}\)

While capital statutes must now be drafted with some care to guide discretion, noncapital criminal laws are subject to no similar constitutional requirements. The Court has emphasized this distinction, noting explicitly that "legislatures remain free to decide how much discretion in sentencing should be reposed in the judge or jury in noncapital cases."\(^{29}\) Legislatures have made ample use of that freedom. Almost half of all jurisdictions continue to employ indeterminate sentencing that allows judges to select a sentence from within a broad range.\(^{30}\) In addition, federal and state criminal codes typically give prosecutors a wide choice of charges to bring for the same criminal conduct, which further adds to the likelihood of discriminatory application of sentencing in noncapital cases.\(^{31}\) Finally, as Nancy King has observed, in the six states that use jury sentencing in noncapital cases, "courts and legislatures have been remarkably unconcerned with the arbitrary exercise of discretion."\(^{32}\)

2. Individualization

Seemingly in tension with the Court's insistence that discretion be channeled in capital cases\(^{33}\) is its rejection of statutes that mandate death as the punishment for the commission of specified crimes.\(^{34}\) After

\(^{28}\) As commentators have noted, this is designed to ensure that the death penalty is given only to "'the worst of the worst.'" Note, supra note 13, at 1604 & n.40 (citing sources using this phrase).

\(^{29}\) Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 603 (1978) (plurality opinion).


\(^{31}\) See, e.g., William J. Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law, 100 MICH. L. REV. 505, 512 (2001) ("Criminal law is both broad and deep: a great deal of conduct is criminalized, and of that conduct, a large proportion is criminalized many times over.").

\(^{32}\) Nancy J. King, How Different is Death? Jury Sentencing in Capital and Non-Capital Cases Compared, 2 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 195, 196 (2004). As an example, Professor King cites Virginia, where juries in rape cases can elect a sentence between five years and life. Id. at 197.

\(^{33}\) See, e.g., Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 110 (1982) ("Since the early days of the common law, the legal system has struggled to accommodate these twin objectives."). Indeed, it was this conflict between the demand for the consistent application of the death penalty and the need to be attentive to individual circumstances that led Justice Blackmun ultimately to conclude that the death penalty could not be administered consistently with the Constitution. See Callins v. Collins, 510 U.S. 1141, 1143 (1994) (Blackmun, J., dissenting). In the opposite vein, two Justices who have found these goals to be incompatible have decided that the individualization requirement must be limited or jettisoned. See Graham v. Collins, 506 U.S. 461, 498 (1993) (Thomas, J., concurring) (arguing for "a permanent truce between Eddings and Furman" by allowing states to channel the discretion of sentencers when they consider mitigating evidence); Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 664, 673 (1990) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (comparing the tension between the guided discretion and individualization requirements to the "inherent tension between the Allies and Axis Powers in World War II" and stating that he "will not, in this case or in the future, vote to uphold an Eighth Amendment claim that the sentencer's discretion has been unlawfully restricted").

all, these statutes were written to control the problem of arbitrary jury discretion. Nevertheless, the Court rejected them as inconsistent with the Eighth Amendment's requirement "that the individual be given his due."35 According to the Court, "the character and record of the individual offender and the circumstances of the particular offense [are] a constitutionally indispensable part of the process of inflicting the penalty of death."36 The Court has therefore held that states may not preclude the sentencer from considering as a mitigating factor "any aspect of a defendant's character or record and any of the circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death."37 In describing what mitigating evidence has to be considered, the Court has used "the most expansive terms"38; indeed, "virtually no limits are placed on the relevant mitigating evidence a capital defendant may introduce concerning his own circumstances."39 Despite the tension with discretion, looking at the individual circumstances of the offender and the offense is now "[a] central feature of death penalty sentencing"40 and capital statutes must ensure that sentencing bodies can give effect to mitigating evidence.41

In noncapital cases, in contrast, the Court has found no constitutional problems with even the most extreme mandatory penalties.42 For example, in Harmelin v. Michigan, a majority of the Court rejected the defendant's argument that mitigating factors should be considered before a sentence of life without parole is imposed.43 Federal and state codes are brimming with laws that limit the introduction of mitigating evidence.44 Mandatory sen-

35. Eddings, 455 U.S. at 112.
36. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 304 (plurality opinion).
37. Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604 (1978) (plurality opinion) (emphasis added). In the case of judicial sentencing, the judge may not elect as a matter of law to exclude from his or her consideration mitigating evidence. Eddings, 455 U.S. at 114.
39. Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 822 (1991); see also California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545 (1987) (O'Connor, J., concurring) ("[E]vidence about the defendant's background and character is relevant because of the belief, long held by this society, that defendants who commit criminal acts that are attributable to a disadvantaged background, or to emotional and mental problems, may be less culpable than defendants who have no such excuse.").
42. Although the Court recently made clear that any fact, other than recidivism, that increases the defendant's maximum penalty must be found by a jury, it refused to hold that a fact that established a mandatory minimum sentence must also be found by a jury. Harris v. United States, 536 U.S. 545 (2002). Thus, mandatory minimums are not even subject to the minimal-individualizing check of a jury with the power to nullify, see Rachel E. Barkow, Recharging the Jury: The Criminal Jury's Constitutional Role in an Era of Mandatory Sentencing, 152 U. PENN. L. Rev. 33, 65-84 (2003), let alone the outright prohibition on mandatory punishments that applies in capital cases.
44. For a discussion of various limits on the use of mitigating factors in noncapital cases, see Carissa Byrne Hessick, Why Are Only Bad Acts Good Sentencing Factors?, 88 B.U. L. Rev. 1109, 1125-32 (2008).
tencing provisions that take no account of an individual’s circumstances or background are commonplace outside the context of the death penalty.  

B. Proportionality Review

While both capital and noncapital defendants are theoretically entitled to the same right of proportionality review, the level of protection the Court actually accords to each is starkly different. The Court has interpreted the Eighth Amendment to ban "not only those punishments that are ‘barbaric’ but also those that are ‘excessive’ in relation to the crime committed."  

An unconstitutionally excessive punishment, according to the Court, is one that either "(1) makes no measurable contribution to acceptable goals of punishment and hence is nothing more than the purposeless and needless imposition of pain and suffering; or (2) is grossly out of proportion to the severity of the crime." In the Court's view, "it is a precept of justice that punishment for crime should be graduated and proportioned to offense."  

In capital cases, the Court's proportionality review is robust. It has categorically ruled out the option of imposing the death penalty as a punishment for some offenses and some offenders. As to offenses, in Coker v. Georgia, the Court held that it would be "grossly disproportionate and excessive punishment" to allow the death penalty for the rape of an adult; last Term, in Kennedy v. Louisiana, the Court extended this prohibition to disallow the death penalty for the rape of a child. Indeed, in Kennedy, the Court said in dictum that it would not allow the death penalty for crimes against individuals that do not involve death. The Court has created limits even when crimes do involve death. For example, in Enmund v. Florida,
the Court concluded that the Eighth Amendment prohibits capital punishment for someone convicted of felony murder "who does not himself kill, attempt to kill, or intend that a killing take place or that lethal force will be employed," unless, as the Court later clarified, the person was a "major" participant in the felony who evinced "reckless indifference to human life." As to offenders, the Court has disallowed the death penalty for defendants under the age of eighteen at the time of their offense, the mentally retarded, and the insane.

In stark contrast, the Court has been steadfast in its refusal to police disproportionate sentences outside the capital context. It has created no categorical rules exempting some offenders or offenses from particular punishments. Quite the opposite, the Court believes that only a "narrow proportionality principle" applies to noncapital sentences, and it has created a test for establishing an unconstitutionally disproportionate sentence in noncapital cases that is more difficult to satisfy than the approach it uses in capital cases. In capital cases, the Court will look to see how other jurisdictions treat the crime at issue and how the same jurisdiction treats other crimes in relation to the crime at issue. The Court also conducts its own independent assessment to see if the gravity of the offense and the culpability of the offender justify a sentence of death regardless of the consensus. For noncapital cases, the Court will not conduct either the inter- or intra-jurisdictional comparisons without first

52. 458 U.S. 782, 797 (1982).
57. See Enmund, 458 U.S. at 815 n.27 (O'Connor, J., dissenting) ("The Court has conducted a less searching inquiry for punishments less than death."); Carol S. Steiker & Jordan M. Steiker, Opening a Window or Building a Wall? The Effect of Eighth Amendment Death Penalty Law and Advocacy on Criminal Justice More Broadly, 11 U. Pa. J. CONST. L. (forthcoming 2009) (manuscript at 32, 43-44, on file with author) (observing that "the Court has developed two distinctive lines of doctrine" for capital and noncapital cases, with the test for noncapital cases being "so deferential to state interests as to make Eighth Amendment challenges to excessive incarceration essentially non-starters"); Daniel Suleiman, Note, The Capital Punishment Exception: A Case for Constitutionalizing the Substantive Criminal Law, 104 COLUM. L. REV. 426, 445 (2004) (noting that outside of the capital context, "proportionality review has been virtually dormant").
60. Id. at 689 & n.54 (citing Court decisions using this test). For a recent example, see Kennedy v. Louisiana, 128 S. Ct. 2641, 2650-51 (2008) (noting that the Court's "own independent judgment" supports its holding that it is unconstitutional to impose a death sentence for one who rapes a child).
finding as a threshold matter that the sentence is grossly disproportionate to the crime. In making the threshold determination of whether a sentence is grossly disproportionate, the Court will uphold a sentence so long as the state has a "reasonable basis for believing" that it will serve either deterrent, retributive, rehabilitative, or incapacitative goals.

Many critics have justly attacked this test for its weak enforcement of the Eighth Amendment and its subjectivity. As one commentator described it, it is a "standardless threshold test, which in effect allows federal courts to withhold proportionality review from non-capital sentences whenever it fits their personal or policy goals." Because it is lacking in firm guidelines, another critic notes that the test "could permit judicial, and therefore constitutional, approval of some bizarre and grotesque criminal sentences ...." Indeed, because the Court will not look to comparable sentences elsewhere before making this threshold determination, it is likely that the Court will fail to appreciate just how excessive a particular sentence is.

That has certainly been borne out by the Court's practice. Consider some of the sentences that the Court has upheld. For example, in Ewing v. California, the Court condoned a sentence of twenty-five years to life under California's three-strikes law for a recidivist who stole three golf clubs worth approximately $1,200. California and the United States in an

61. Harmelin, 501 U.S. at 1005 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) ("[I]ntrajurisdictional and interjurisdictional analyses are appropriate only in the rare case in which a threshold comparison of the crime committed and the sentence imposed leads to an inference of gross disproportionality."); see Ewing, 538 U.S. at 23–24 (plurality opinion) (endorsing the approach Justice Kennedy established in Harmelin). Although the Court has not adopted a majority view on how to approach noncapital cases, the current test seems to be the one adopted by the plurality opinion in Ewing v. California. See Lee, supra note 59, at 693 (calling Justice Kennedy's concurring opinion in Harmelin the one "that eventually came to assume the status of law"). This test therefore replaces the three-part inquiry of Solem to determine if a sentence was excessive. Solem v. Helm, 463 U.S. 277, 290–92 (1983).

62. Ewing, 538 U.S. at 28 (plurality opinion). Youngjae Lee refers to this standard as the ""disjunctive theory"" because the Court does not look simply at retributive justice in assessing whether a punishment is disproportionate, but allows the jurisdiction to choose from a variety of punitive purposes. Lee, supra note 59, at 682–83. Professor Lee has persuasively explained why this disjunctive theory is incompatible with the Eighth Amendment. After all, sentences that the Court unquestionably recognizes as violating the Eighth Amendment like the rack, public dissection, and the stretching of limbs, could serve deterrent purposes quite effectively, but the Court has nevertheless rejected them. Id. at 706. Similarly, the sentences in Weems and Coker could have been justified on deterrence grounds, but the Court did not credit such arguments. Id.


65. Hackney, supra note 63, at 278 ("It is only after looking at the objective factors of the Solem test that the truly excessive character of Harmelin's sentence is evident ....").

66. As Carol and Jordan Steiker have recently observed, the Court's "threshold requirement of gross disproportionality has proven to be an insurmountable hurdle for Eighth Amendment challenges to long prison terms." Steiker & Steiker, supra note 57, at 47.

67. Ewing, 538 U.S. at 18 (plurality opinion).
amicus brief supporting the sentence could cite but a single example of another offender who received a similar sentence outside of California, out of a prison population that at the time reached almost two million individuals.\footnote{68. Id. at 47 (Breyer, J., dissenting).} Only nonrecidivist, first-degree murderers were treated to comparable punishment in California.\footnote{69. Id. at 44.} Perhaps not surprisingly, none of the briefs in \textit{Ewing} even made an attempt to justify the sentence under a retributive theory.\footnote{70. Id. at 51–52.} Indeed, though a majority voted to uphold the sentence as constitutional, five Justices in that case agreed that the sentence was disproportionate.\footnote{71. The four dissenting justices based their decision on the sentence's disproportionality to the charged crime. \textit{Id.} at 37 ("[P]unishment is 'grossly disproportionate' to the crime."). Justice Scalia, who voted with the majority, conceded in his concurrence that "in all fairness" the plurality opinion "does not convincingly establish that 25-years-to-life sentence is a 'proportionate' punishment for stealing three golf clubs . . . ." \textit{Id.} at 31 (Scalia, J., concurring). But \textit{Ewing} lost because three Justices thought the sentence was proportionate and because both Justices Scalia and Thomas hold the view that only modes of punishment, not disproportionate sentences, can violate the Eighth Amendment's prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment. \textit{See id.; id.} at 32 (Thomas, J., concurring).}  

\textit{Andrade}, the companion case to \textit{Ewing} that involved a habeas challenge to a sentence under the same California law, involved an even more disproportionate punishment.\footnote{72. \textit{Lockyer v. Andrade}, 538 U.S. 63, 66 (2003).} Andrade's first strike was a petty-misdemeanor theft and strikes two and three were two separate incidents of video theft at different Kmart stores, one involving five videotapes worth roughly $85 and another two weeks later involving four videotapes worth a little less than $70. These crimes yielded Andrade a sentence of 50 years to life.\footnote{73. \textit{Id.}} Because Andrade's challenge was on habeas review, he had to show that his sentence violated clearly established law. The Court found that it was clearly established law that "[a] gross disproportionality principle is applicable to sentences for terms of years"\footnote{74. \textit{Id.} at 72.} but it concluded that the state court was not objectively unreasonable when it affirmed Andrade's sentence.\footnote{75. \textit{Id.} at 76.} As the dissent put it, "[i]f Andrade's sentence is not grossly disproportionate, the principle has no meaning."\footnote{76. \textit{Id.} at 83 (Souter, J., dissenting).}  

Additional noncapital cases likewise demonstrate the Court's lack of proportionality oversight. In \textit{Rummel v. Estelle}, the Court approved a mandatory life sentence for a defendant who had committed three separate low-level theft offenses that together totaled less than $230.\footnote{77. 445 U.S. 263 (1980). Rummel's first offense was to fraudulently use a credit card in the amount of $80. His second offense was to pass a forged check in the amount of $28.36. His third offense, which triggered the life sentence, was obtaining $120.75 under false pretenses. \textit{Id.} at 265–66.} According to
the majority in *Rummel*, "the length of the sentence actually imposed is purely a matter of legislative prerogative" in felony cases.\(^{78}\) The Court took this notion of deference seriously in nonrecidivist cases as well. For instance, in *Hutto v. Davis*, it upheld a forty-year sentence and $20,000 fine for a defendant convicted of possessing with the intent to distribute nine ounces of marijuana.\(^{79}\) Similarly, in *Harmelin*, the Court upheld a mandatory life sentence without parole for a first-time offender in Michigan charged with possessing 672 grams of cocaine.\(^{80}\) Alabama was the only other state that authorized a mandatory life sentence for a first-time drug offense, and its law required a minimum of 10 kilograms of cocaine to trigger it.\(^{81}\) The Court nevertheless had no trouble upholding the sentence, with three Justices finding no proportionality problem with the sentence\(^{82}\) and Justices Scalia and Rehnquist interpreting the Eighth Amendment to not require proportionality review in noncapital cases.\(^{83}\)

Indeed, the Court has rejected noncapital sentences as disproportionate in only a handful of cases, all of which are decades old and all but one of which involve facts that go beyond the term of incarceration into "cruel and unusual" modes of punishment. The Court first rejected a noncapital sentence as cruel and unusual in 1910 in *Weems*,\(^{84}\) which was also the first case in which the Court recognized that disproportionately excessive punishments violate the Eighth Amendment.\(^{85}\) In *Weems*, the Court rejected a sentence of fifteen years for a public official in the Philippines who falsified an official document.\(^{86}\) At the same time, the sentence in *Weems* went beyond incarceration. The defendant was sentenced under the Philippine law of *cadena temporal*, which required the defendant to "'always carry a chain at the ankle, hanging from the wrists'" and to "'be employed at hard and painful labor.'"\(^{87}\) The defendant was also fined, and his sentence included various collateral consequences, including the loss of parental

78. *Id.* at 274.
81. *Id.* at 1026 (White, J., dissenting).
82. *Id.* at 1005 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).
83. *Id.* at 965 (opinion of Scalia, J., joined by Rehnquist, C.J.).
84. *Weems v. United States*, 217 U.S. 349, 367 (1910); see *Enmund v. Florida*, 458 U.S. 782, 812 (1982) (O'Connor, J., dissenting) ("The Eighth Amendment concept of proportionality was first fully expressed in *Weems v. United States*."). The Court faced an Eighth Amendment challenge to a noncapital case prior to *Weems*, but the Court rejected the challenge on the ground that the Eighth Amendment did not apply to the states. *O'Neil v. Vermont*, 144 U.S. 323 (1892). Justices Field, Harlan, and Brewer dissented in *O'Neil*, finding that the Eighth Amendment did apply to the states and that the sentence at issue in the case was excessive. *Id.* at 363-65 (Field, J., dissenting); *id.* at 370-71 (Harlan, J., joined by Brewer, J., dissenting). *Weems* later vindicated the dissent's view of proportionality, and *Robinson v. California*, 370 U.S. 660 (1962), vindicated the view that the Eighth Amendment applies to the states.
86. *Id.* at 362-63.
87. *Id.* at 364 (citations omitted).
and voting rights and being subject to a lifetime of surveillance. Indeed, the Court has since distinguished *Weems* on the basis of "the extraordinary nature of the 'accessories' included within the punishment of *cadena temporal*." 

It was forty years before the Court struck down another punishment under the Eighth Amendment, when a plurality of the Court in *Trop v. Dulles* rejected a sentence of expatriation for wartime desertion. Shortly thereafter, in *Robinson v. California*, the Court held that any term of imprisonment for the "crime of addiction" was cruel and unusual. Like *Weems*, both of those cases are distinguishable from a run-of-the-mill challenge to a term of incarceration. *Trop* involved a challenge to expatriation, not a term of imprisonment, and although the Court in *Robinson* rejected a term of imprisonment for addiction, its core concern was with the legislature's power to define addiction as a crime at all, not proportionality.

There has been only a single case in the Court's history in which a term of incarceration, standing alone, was held to be disproportionate to an otherwise validly defined crime. In the 1983 case of *Solem v. Helm*, the Court found unconstitutional a mandatory life sentence without the possibility for parole for a defendant who wrote a "no-account" check for $100 that was his seventh nonviolent felony. It was "the most severe punishment that the State could have imposed on any criminal for any crime," and there was no evidence that anyone else in any jurisdiction had ever been given the same sentence for comparable crimes. *Solem* now stands as an outlier. Since *Solem*, the Court has adopted its threshold test in noncapital cases that allows jurisdictions to impose their sentences as long as they have a "reasonable basis for believing" that the sentences will serve either deterrent, retributive, rehabilitative, or incapacitative goals. The subsequent cases of *Harmelin*, *Ewing*, and *Andrade*

88. *Id.* at 364–66.
92. See *Robinson*, 370 U.S. at 666 (noting that addiction, like mental illness, leprosy, or venereal disease, could be dealt with by compulsory treatment that involved confinement, but that it could not be made a criminal offense consistent with the Eighth Amendment); *id.* at 676 (Douglas, J., concurring) ("Cruel and unusual punishment results not from confinement, but from convicting the addict of a crime."); *id.* at 679 (Harlan, J., concurring) (noting that the flaw with the jury instruction was that it "authorize[d] criminal punishment for a bare desire to commit a criminal act").
95. *Id.* at 299. Indeed, only one state (Nevada) even authorized such a sentence, and there was no evidence that anyone had ever received that penalty there. *Id.* at 299–300.
96. See supra note 62.
applying that threshold test make clear that "proportionality has become virtually meaningless as a constitutional principle."97

The Court has also failed to enforce the principle of proportionality as it relates to less culpable noncapital offenders. While the Court disallows the execution of individuals under the age of eighteen because it views those individuals as lacking the culpability of an adult, it has not insisted that an offender's age be taken into account for any other type of sentence. Indeed, the Court has not disapproved of sentences of life without parole for children as young as thirteen,98 even if those sentences are mandatory and imposed on juveniles without any individualized assessment of culpability.99

The Court has similarly ignored the lesser culpability of the mentally retarded in noncapital cases. Before it completely disallowed the execution of the mentally retarded in 2002,100 the Court insisted that mental retardation be considered as a mitigating factor in capital cases.101 In noncapital cases, in contrast, the Court has not yet recognized that mental retardation must be considered at all—either as a bar to punishment or as a mitigating factor. Instead, the Court has left it up to each jurisdiction how it wishes to treat mental retardation at sentencing.102 As a result, the mentally retarded can be sentenced to life without parole or other harsh mandatory sentences

97. Lee, supra note 59, at 695.


99. Most states, in fact, authorize life without parole for juveniles. Adam Liptak, Locked Away Forever After Crimes as Teenagers, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2005, at A1. And more than half of the states impose mandatory sentences of life without parole based on the commission of certain crimes, regardless of whether one is a juvenile. AMNESTY INT’L & HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, THE REST OF THEIR LIVES: LIFE WITHOUT PAROLE FOR CHILD OFFENDERS IN THE UNITED STATES 25 n.44 (2005), available at http://www.amnestyusa.org/countries/usa/clwop/report.pdf. The Ninth Circuit’s decision in Harris v. Wright, 93 F.3d 581 (9th Cir. 1996), is typical of how lower courts have analyzed such claims. The Court, citing Harmelin, noted that, though "capital punishment is unique and must be treated specially, mandatory life imprisonment without parole is, for young and old alike, only an outlying point on the continuum of prison sentences. Like any other prison sentence, it raises no inference of disproportionality when imposed on a murderer." Harris, 93 F.3d at 585 (citation omitted).


102. Many states have, in turn, passed sentencing legislation that recognizes mental retardation as a mitigating factor or that exempts retarded defendants from otherwise applicable mandatory minimum sentences. Timothy Cone, Developing the Eighth Amendment for Those "Least Deserving" of Punishment: Statutory Mandatory Minimums for Non-Capital Offenses Can Be "Cruel and Unusual" When Imposed on Mentally Retarded Offenders, 34 N.M. L. REV. 35, 44 (2004). Other jurisdictions, however, have not provided an opportunity for mental retardation to be considered as a mitigating factor, and courts have upheld those choices. E.g., United States v. Laffoon, 145 F. App’x 964, 965 (5th Cir. 2005) ("With the exception of a capital sentence, the imposition of a mandatory sentence without consideration of mitigating factors does not violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment.").
without an opportunity to present their mental condition as a mitigating factor that reduces their sentence.\textsuperscript{103}

Finally, although the Court insists that a defendant’s individual participation in a felony must be considered in determining whether a death sentence is appropriate for felony murder,\textsuperscript{104} it has not imposed the same requirement in any felony murder case involving a sentence other than death, even life without parole. Justice Kennedy’s concurrence in \textit{Harmelin} summed up what appears to be the prevailing view on the Court, that “the crime of felony murder without specific intent to kill [is] a crime for which ‘no sentence of imprisonment would be disproportionate.’”\textsuperscript{105}

Thus, whether it comes to offenses or offenders, the Court’s proportionality review differs markedly in capital and noncapital cases. The Court has struck down a host of state laws attempting to impose capital punishment because it found them to be disproportionate. But out of the millions upon millions of noncapital sentences imposed, the Court has found only one term of confinement to be disproportionate and that lone occurrence was more than twenty-five years ago.

\section*{II. The Two-Track System and the Constitution}

The Court’s stated justification for the two tracks of substantive sentencing law under the Eighth Amendment is that “death is a punishment different from all other sanctions in kind rather than degree.”\textsuperscript{106} One can hardly argue with the Court’s claim that death is a different kind of punishment. But as a matter of constitutional law, that does not get to the heart of the legal question raised by the two tracks. The key question is whether

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{103} It is less clear that there is a different rule in capital cases than noncapital cases for the mentally insane. Although the Supreme Court has not held that an inmate who becomes insane during his or her confinement must be transferred to a mental facility and no longer incarcerated as a form of punishment, this may be because the issue has not arisen by virtue of the fact that the states seem to respect this fact. \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{Ex Parte Elkins}, 324 S.W.2d 1, 2 (Tex. Crim. App. 1959) (holding that if a defendant had become insane since his incarceration, he was entitled to a transfer to a mental hospital under Texas law). That said, the huge number of mentally ill inmates could lead one to believe that there are inevitably mentally insane individuals currently serving terms of incarceration. \textit{See} Bernard E. Harcourt, \textit{The Mentally Ill, Behind Bars}, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 15, 2007, at A15 (citing Justice Department study from 2007 finding that “56 percent of jail inmates in state prisons and 64 percent of inmates across the country reported mental health problems within the past year”). This is particularly likely given Bernard Harcourt’s findings showing that the drop in institutionalization in mental hospitals in the United States correlates with the rise in institutionalization in prisons. Bernard E. Harcourt, \textit{From the Asylum to the Prison: Rethinking the Incarceration Revolution—Part II: State Level Analysis} 1 (Univ. of Chi., John M. Olin Law & Econ. Working Paper No. 335, 2007), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=970341.

\item \textsuperscript{104} \textit{Enmund v. Florida}, 458 U.S. 782, 798 (1982) (“The focus must be on [the defendant’s] culpability, not on that of those who committed the robbery and shot the victims, for we insist on ‘individualized consideration as a constitutional requirement in imposing the death sentence.’”) (quoting \textit{Lockett v. Ohio}, 438 U.S. 586, 605 (1978) (plurality opinion)); \textit{id.} at 801 (“\textit{Enmund’s} criminal culpability must be limited to his participation in the robbery, and his punishment must be tailored to his personal responsibility and moral guilt.”).


\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Woodson v. North Carolina}, 428 U.S. 280, 303–04 (plurality opinion).
\end{itemize}
the fact that death is a different kind of punishment justifies creating a different set of substantive constitutional rights that belong only to capital defendants. In other words, given the divergence between substantive protections afforded capital and noncapital defendants over the past three decades, the Court's claim of difference must be analyzed to determine whether it is not merely factually true, but legally significant.

This Part takes up that task, exploring whether there is a constitutional basis for the distinctions discussed in Part I. After explaining in Section II.A the lack of support for the two-track system in the text of the Eighth Amendment, Section II.B considers the Court's functional arguments for concluding that there is one set of constitutional rules for death and another for everything else. In particular, Section II.B explains that the Court's concerns with the finality and severity of death fall short of supporting its disregard of defendants' substantive sentencing rights in noncapital cases. Section II.C then considers separately each of the substantive areas discussed in Part I to determine if there are additional arguments for treating capital cases in these particular contexts differently and finds any such arguments similarly lacking. Finally, Section II.D considers the role administrative concerns play and should play in the decision to limit robust protections to capital defendants.

A. The Traditional Means of Constitutional Interpretation

The Court's decisions prohibiting arbitrariness, requiring individualization, and ensuring proportionality are grounded in the Eighth Amendment, which prohibits the infliction of "cruel and unusual punishments." There is no hint in the text itself that these terms should mean one thing in capital cases and another in noncapital cases. The Court, for its part, seems to concede as much, stating that "[t]he Eighth Amendment is not limited in application to capital punishment, but applies to all penalties." It has interpreted "cruel and unusual punishment" to mean those punishments that are "barbaric" as well as those that are "'excessive' in

107. U.S. CONST. amend. VIII. The Eighth Amendment's prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment applies to the states by incorporation into the Fourteenth Amendment. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 287 n.8 (plurality opinion) (citing Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962)). To the extent that Fourteenth Amendment concerns underlay the Court's decisions, it, too, applies to both contexts. As Justice Clark stated in his concurring opinion in Gideon, "[t]he Fourteenth Amendment requires due process of law for the deprivation of 'liberty' just as for the deprivation of 'life,' and there cannot constitutionally be a difference in the quality of the process based merely upon a supposed difference in the sanction involved." Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 349 (1963) (Clark, J., concurring).

108. As Jeremy Waldron has explained, there is an important difference between the words contained in the Constitution and how those words are then applied by Courts, and focusing on the meaning of the text as an independent inquiry is a valuable starting place for analysis. Jeremy Waldron, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment: A Non-Realist View 7–8, 10–13, Apr. 23, 2008, http://www.law.nyu.edu/colloquia/conlaw/waldron.pdf. Focusing on the words themselves, there is nothing to support different meanings in capital versus noncapital contexts. See U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.

relation to the crime committed."

Whether a crime is barbaric or excessive is assessed in light of historical treatment as well as contemporary standards of decency. A majority of the Court has recognized that non-capital punishments, such as terms of confinement, can be cruel and unusual. In other words, the Court as a matter of interpretation and doctrinal implementation agrees with the text of the Amendment itself that its ban on cruel and unusual punishment applies to all criminal cases.

Until the Court's death-is-different jurisprudence emerged in the 1970s, the Court recognized the same rights for capital and noncapital defendants. Indeed, that is why the Court has not attempted to refute the charge that "[n]one of [the substantive and procedural requirements imposed under the death-is-different rationale] existed when the Eighth Amendment was adopted."

Most importantly, the Court's own rationale for treating death differently is not one grounded in the language of the Constitution. Instead, the Court has turned to functional arguments. But, as the next Section explains, those arguments do not justify the Court's failure to recognize the same substantive protections it has recognized in death cases in other contexts.

B. The Functional Case for Treating Death Differently

Perhaps recognizing the lack of a traditional constitutional anchor for a separate set of constitutional rights for capital defendants, the Court has instead emphasized the attributes of the death penalty that distinguish it from other punishments, specifically focusing on the gravity and finality


111. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 288 (plurality opinion) ("[I]ndicia of societal values identified in prior opinions include history and traditional usage, legislative enactments, and jury determinations." (footnotes omitted)).

112. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100–01 (1958) (plurality opinion) (stating that the Eighth Amendment should be based on "evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society").

113. Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 311 n.7 (2002) ("[W]e have read the text of the Amendment to prohibit all excessive punishments, as well as cruel and unusual punishments that may or may not be excessive.").

114. There may be stronger textual support for treating death differently in the Due Process Clause. The Clause itself separates life from liberty. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1. And just as the Court has treated liberty interests differently from property interests, so too might it use the textual distinction to support treating life interests differently from liberty interests for procedural purposes. Contra Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 447 (1972) (Powell, J., dissenting) ("The Due Process Clause admits of no distinction between the deprivation of 'life' and the deprivation of 'liberty.'").

115. To be sure, there were suggestions that a heightened standard should apply when a defendant faced a death sentence. For instance, in Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 71 (1932), the Court noted that the defendants were facing death when it recognized their right to counsel. But the Court ultimately made clear that the state must provide counsel to all criminal defendants in Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963). Before Furman, the Court never explicitly held that there was a separate constitutional standard for death, nor did it attempt to provide a justification for the special treatment.

of a death sentence. There has been surprisingly little in the Court’s opinions that unpacks these concepts with any care or that addresses how the Court’s same concerns with gravity and severity might also apply, to a lesser, but still relevant, degree to noncapital sentences.

Justice Brennan’s concurring opinion in Furman provides the most thorough argument for the Court’s special concern with capital cases; tellingly, the Court’s other death-is-different cases have merely echoed the themes he raised in his opinion. On closer inspection, these claims fail to support the Court’s unwillingness to police noncapital sentencing on the same grounds as capital cases.

Consider first Justice Brennan’s emphasis on the public’s different view toward death as compared to other punishments. Justice Brennan begins his discussion of the uniqueness of death by pointing out that “[t]here has been no national debate about punishment, in general or by imprisonment, comparable to the debate about the punishment of death.” He notes that “[n]o other punishment has been so continuously restricted,” nor abolished, as capital punishment had been abolished in many states. What Justice Brennan said in 1972 is still true today. We still have not had a serious national dialogue on criminal punishment outside of the death penalty context. Instead, politicians pass ever tougher sentencing laws with virtually no discussion or consideration of the wisdom or effectiveness of those policies. And, as Justice Brennan noted, whereas the history of the death penalty is one of restricting eligible offenders and offenses, the story of most other criminal punishments is the opposite. Indeed, most sentences have been lengthened and most categories of crime

117. As Justice O’Connor put it, the Court mandates “a series of unique substantive and procedural restrictions designed to ensure that capital punishment is not imposed without the serious and calm reflection that ought to precede any decision of such gravity and finality.” Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815, 856 (1988) (O’Connor, J., concurring in the judgment).

118. Steiker & Steiker, supra note 1, at 398 (“Although certain themes unite some of the decisions, such as ‘truth’ in sentencing and the need for collateral procedures in extraordinary cases, the Court has not explained precisely how death is different from all other punishments other than to reassert that death is final and severe.”); see also Enmund v. Florida, 458 U.S. 782, 797 (1982); Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 187 (1976) (plurality opinion).

119. Steiker & Steiker, supra note 1, at 370 (noting that Justice Brennan “singlehandedly constructed the now-familiar ‘death is different’ argument”).


121. Id.

122. Barkow, Federalism and the Politics of Sentencing, supra note 9, at 1278 (noting that federal and state political dialogue over criminal punishment is one-sided and not a model of rationality); Sara Sun Beale, Rethinking Federal Criminal Law: What’s Law Got To Do With It? The Political, Social, Psychological, and Other Non-Legal Factors Influencing the Development of (Federal) Criminal Law, 1 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 23, 32-64 (1997) (outlining the ways in which the media and human psychology affect political discourse surrounding crime); William J. Stuntz, Plea Bargaining and Criminal Law’s Disappearing Shadow, 117 HARV. L. REV. 2548, 2556-58 (2004) (explaining why legislators have an incentive “to vote for rules that even the legislators themselves think are too harsh”).
For instance, during the same period in which numerous states increased the age at which a juvenile could be subjected to the death penalty, they were also enacting stricter juvenile justice laws that transferred younger offenders into adult court and subjected them to mandatory minimum sentences.

While Justice Brennan marshals these differences to support his claim that the evolving standards of society show reluctance about the imposition of the death penalty, the lack of political dialogue in noncapital cases means instead that the Court must be even more vigilant in providing judicial protection against majoritarian abuse in that context. The political process has failed to treat noncapital sentencing with care. While some legislatures have cabined the sentencing authority's discretion through the enactment of sentencing guidelines, many jurisdictions still leave sentencing to the absolute discretion of the trial judge and a few give wide sentencing discretion to jurors. The Court has made no effort to ensure that this discretion is properly channeled in noncapital cases. The lack of serious political debate about noncapital sentencing also means that sentences are frequently disproportionate because elected officials spend little time crafting laws with precision, drafting instead overbroad laws that sweep within their purview offenders and conduct that should not be subject to the sentence mandated by the statute. Mandatory sentencing provisions create similar risks by failing to take into account an individual's culpability, yet legislatures continue to pass these laws with little thought or debate. Following Justice Brennan's lead and looking at the political process therefore lends support for Court oversight in noncapital cases. More so than with capital sentencing, the political process fails to take noncapital sentencing seriously, and the result is a host of arbitrary, disproportionate punishments that fail to take into account an individual's circumstances. The judiciary is the only possible check on


125. Snyder & Sickmund, supra note 124, at 108.

126. King, supra note 32, at 196-97.

127. See supra notes 29-32 and accompanying text.
the excessive punishments that emerge from a democratic process that fails to give noncapital sentencing rational consideration.\textsuperscript{128}

Instead of correcting these failings, however, the Court follows the lead of the public and the political process and focuses its attention on the death penalty because of its "extreme severity."\textsuperscript{129} Death is unquestionably more severe than other punishments, but the greater severity of death does not justify ignoring the same Eighth Amendment concerns that have been raised in capital cases as they apply to every other kind of criminal punishment short of death.

Justice Brennan begins his discussion of severity with a focus on the pain of death. Death, he notes, "remains as the only punishment that may involve the conscious infliction of physical pain."\textsuperscript{130} While there is no denying that the actual imposition of capital punishment may involve tremendous physical pain and discomfort,\textsuperscript{131} there is scant evidence that jurisdictions aim to inflict pain as part of an execution. Quite the opposite, jurisdictions have sought to make the actual killing of a capital defendant an antiseptic and relatively painless procedure,\textsuperscript{132} even if they have not succeeded.\textsuperscript{133}

In contrast, jurisdictions have made few efforts to minimize the pain associated with incarceration.\textsuperscript{134} The levels of brutality and abuse in the Nation's

\textsuperscript{128} See generally John Hart Ely, Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review (1980) (arguing that the Court's constitutional jurisprudence must ensure that everyone's interests are represented when decisions are made and that it must correct political process failures).

\textsuperscript{129} Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 287 (1972) (Brennan, J., concurring).

\textsuperscript{130} Id. at 288.


\textsuperscript{132} Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 1526–27 & n.1 (2008) (explaining that electrocution was adopted as a method of execution because it was thought to be more humane than hanging and that states turned to lethal injection "to find a more humane alternative to then-existing methods"); Brief for Fordham University School of Law, Louis Stein Center for Law and Ethics as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 2, Baze, 128 S. Ct. 1520 (No. 07-5439) ("The history of execution methods in the United States demonstrates an evolving moral and legal consensus toward seeking out methods of execution that are humane and free from unnecessary pain.").

\textsuperscript{133} The Supreme Court has made clear that a showing of the deliberate infliction of pain in administering the death penalty would render it unconstitutional. Baze, 128 S. Ct. at 1530.

\textsuperscript{134} For an in-depth discussion of the pain associated with incarceration, see Eva S. Nilsen, Decency, Dignity, and Desert: Restoring Ideals of Humane Punishment to Constitutional Discourse, 41 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 111, 116–38 (2007). To challenge their prison conditions as cruel and unusual, prisoners must show that prison officials have a subjective intent to create harmful circumstances. See, e.g., Hudson v. McMilian, 503 U.S. 1, 10 (1992) (insisting that prisoners challenging abuse by a guard must demonstrate that the guard employed excessive physical force "maliciously and sadistically for the very purpose of causing harm" (internal quotation marks omitted)); Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 303 (1991) (requiring a showing of deliberate indifference to conditions). This Court-imposed subjective-intent requirement is partly responsible for the physical abuse in America's prisons because it makes a successful challenge to these conditions so difficult. See, e.g., Malcolm M. Feeley & Edward L. Rubin, Judicial Policy Making and the Modern State: How the Courts Reformed America's Prisons 49 (1998) ("Wilson appears to raise a substantial barrier to Eighth Amendment suits against state prisons . . ."); James Q. Whitman, Harsh Justice: Criminal Punishment and the Widening Divide between America and
prisons are high.\textsuperscript{135} Prisons are drastically overcrowded and prisoners face violence from other prisoners as well as from guards.\textsuperscript{136} It has been estimated that as many as 70 percent of all inmates are assaulted by other inmates every year.\textsuperscript{137} Although the prevalence of prison rape cannot be stated with absolute precision,\textsuperscript{138} it is a fact of prison life for many.\textsuperscript{139} Indeed, the legislative history of the Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003 found that more than 1,000,000 prisoners had been sexually assaulted in prison over the twenty-year period under study.\textsuperscript{140} Far from seeking to limit this pain, the Court has been deferential to claims by prison officials that harsh practices are necessary for the effective management of the institution.\textsuperscript{141} The result of this is that incarceration provides its own brand of physical pain—and if pain is relevant to the Eighth Amendment, it should be relevant to all punishments that impose it, not just death.

But it is not just the physical pain associated with death that may make it different in kind from other punishments, for “mental pain is an inseparable

\hspace{1cm} \textit{Euro}pe 60 (2003) (noting the subjective intent requirement is a “real bar to litigation over objectively bad prison conditions”); Nilsen, \textit{supra}, at 145–46 (“The intent-based test allows courts to entirely ignore the realities of prison life.”).


\textsuperscript{140} Nilsen, \textit{supra} note 134, at 125–126.

\textsuperscript{141} Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 472, 482 (1995) (urging federal courts to become less involved in prison management and afford more “deference . . . to state officials trying to manage a volatile environment”). Furthermore, the Court suggests that even arbitrary corporal punishment of prisoners may be allowed because it is “within the expected perimeters of the sentence imposed by a court of law.” \textit{Id.} at 485; see also Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 347 (1981) (stating that “double-bunking” and the overcrowding of prisons is not cruel and unusual because “[t]o the extent that such conditions are restrictive and even harsh, they are part of the penalty that criminal offenders pay for their offenses against society”); Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 561 (1979) (recommending a “hands-off” approach to prison administration in which courts defer to prison officials’ expertise).
part of our practice of punishing criminals by death.”142 As Justice Brennan notes, “the inevitable long wait between the imposition of sentence and the actual infliction of death” can amount to “‘psychological torture.’”143 Again, there is no denying the mental anguish and terror that exists on death row. But one also cannot deny the psychological trauma that characterizes many noncapital sanctions. For example, some inmates are placed in solitary confinement, either as a matter of course in some supermax facilities or on a case-by-case basis in other prisons.144 Studies show that individuals placed in solitary confinement begin developing abnormal brain activity on electroencephalograms (EEGs) “characteristic of stupor and delirium” within just a few days.145 Prolonged confinement leads to other deleterious effects, ranging from the exacerbation of preexisting mental conditions to the loss of impulse control, panic attacks, hallucinations, paranoia, and hypersensitivity to external stimuli.146 When these individuals are released from their solitary confinement, some are “utterly dysfunctional.”147

Moreover, the psychic pain associated with incarceration is not limited to the relatively few prisoners serving their sentences in isolation. Mere overcrowding “may produce physiological and psychological stress among many inmates.”148 Life sentences without parole—the fate of approximately 40,000 inmates149—cause mental trauma as well. Indeed, some individuals with death sentences have waived their appeals because of their view that a life sentence without parole would be worse.150 They preferred capital punishment to the “slow death” of prison.151 John Stuart Mill eloquently wrote of the suffering associated with a life sentence as subjecting defendants to “a living tomb, there to linger out what may be a long life in the hardest and most monotonous toil, without any of its alleviation or rewards—debarred from all pleasant sights and sounds, and cut off from all earthly hope.”152 The German Constitutional Court has concluded that life without parole “infringes

143. Id. (quoting People v. Anderson, 493 P.2d 880, 894 (Cal. 1972)).
144. Nilsen, supra note 134, at 128 (noting that there are now over 40 supermax facilities holding 2 percent of state and federal prisoners and in most cases this means these prisoners are confined to their cells without human interaction for 23 hours a day).
146. Id. at 333–38.
147. Nilsen, supra note 134, at 129 (internal quotation marks omitted).
149. Nilsen, supra note 134, at 119 (noting that 28 percent of the 132,000 prisoners serving life sentences have no chance of parole).
151. Logan, supra note 150, at 712 (internal quotation marks omitted).
152. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
upon the inmate’s dignity as a person because it condemns her to a life without meaning and denies her fundamental human potential to make a positive contribution to society.”

If mental pain justifies heightened regulation in death cases, the significant psychological pain associated with incarceration would seem to merit similar oversight.

The severity of death transcends the simplistic concept of pain, however. There is, as Justice Brennan notes, the sheer “enormity” of death: “Death is truly an awesome punishment” that “involves, by its very nature, a denial of the executed person’s humanity.” Nothing can compare to the end of one’s life, so nothing the state does is a greater intrusion on autonomy and liberty. To treat death differently on this basis is to rely on the argument that, because death is the most extreme punishment in the state’s arsenal, it is more important to get these sentences right than others. In Lockett, the Court made this very point, arguing that “[t]he need for treating each defendant in a capital case with that degree of respect due the uniqueness of the individual is far more important than in noncapital cases.” Death is “far more important” because of its enormity, because of its consequence.

But just because it is important to recognize robust Eighth Amendment rights in capital cases does not mean that those same rights are irrelevant in noncapital cases. The right to equal protection may be “far more important” in the context of protecting the right to attend school than in governing how prisoners are allocated to cells, but that does not mean that one gets protection and the other does not. The right to a Miranda warning might be “far more important” for defendants facing capital charges than those facing a fine, but everyone in custody has the same right to the information in the warning.

One might consider the First Amendment to be “far more important” in the context of political speech than erotic art, but that does not mean that the former gets protection and the latter receives none. In these con-


154. See Nilsen, supra note 134, at 153 (“Each sentence contains particular hardships, pain, and loss, thus each should be subject to meaningful Eighth Amendment scrutiny considering both circumstances of the offender and the crime.”).


156. Id. at 290. Justice Brennan further notes that, unlike a term of imprisonment, where an individual “does not lose ‘the right to have rights,’” the capital defendant loses all rights and ceases to be “a member of the human family.” Id.; see also Jeffrey Abramson, Death-is-Different Jurisprudence and the Role of the Capital Jury, 2 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 117, 119 (2004) (explaining that a death sentence involves the “total denial of the humanity of the convict”).


158. Of course the Court applies different balancing tests depending on the speech at issue, for example, treating commercial versus noncommercial speech differently. But applying a different balancing test is critically different than refusing to acknowledge that someone possesses the relevant speech right in the first instance. Weighing the value of the right against a government interest requires justifications and reasoning, whereas simply refusing to acknowledge that the right exists means that the Court does not have to provide explanations for why the right should be overridden based on the government interest. See infra text accompanying notes 163–164. Rather, the Court need only justify in the first instance why the right does not apply. As noted, in the context of the Eighth Amendment interests discussed here, the Court did not even do that.
texts, the Court has recognized that, just because a constitutional protection provides the greatest utility in one context does not mean that it does not have some value elsewhere. In no other area of the Court's constitutional jurisprudence does the Court recognize a right solely for the subgroup that it deems most deserving and then leave everyone else without any constitutional protection of the right. Once the Court recognizes a constitutional right, it should recognize the right for all, not just for those who might need the protection the most.

To be sure, in other contexts the Court has adopted a de minimis threshold before a right will be triggered. For example, the jury guarantee applies only when a defendant faces a punishment greater than six months. But in that context, the Court relied upon a historical record of treating petty offenses differently. In contrast, there is no long-standing historical support for providing substantive protections to defendants facing death but refusing to recognize those protections to any degree for all other defendants. Nor could anyone argue that every sentence other than a capital sentence is de minimis in a way that is comparable to petty offenses. On the contrary, the six-month threshold for the jury guarantee demonstrates that most noncapital sentences are constitutionally significant. Indeed, for Eighth Amendment purposes, even one day in jail could be cruel and unusual, as the Court stated in Robinson, because the concept of proportionality is a relative one that applies to all punishments. The principles of avoiding arbitrary punishment and ensuring individualization likewise apply broadly. While one might argue that certain procedural protections, like the jury guarantee, apply only for serious offenses, substantive protections like proportionality,
individualization, and avoiding arbitrariness cannot be cabined in the same way.

Under a Constitution committed to equal protection under the law, this is how substantive rights must be treated. As Justice Jackson observed, "[c]ourts can take no better measure to assure that laws will be just than to require that laws be equal in operation."\(^{163}\) While the Court has adopted different levels of scrutiny as part of its analysis to determine when a right can be trumped, this framework never disavows the fundamental principle that everyone possesses the right to equal treatment in the first place. To put the point slightly differently, while the Court might conclude that the right to free speech must yield in the face of a competing state interest, the Court has never said that First Amendment rights extend only to some subset of the population. Instead, the Court follows a framework that acknowledges that the right applies unless there is a sufficiently strong government interest to override that right in some circumstances—a balancing test that the Court must openly conduct as part of its decision.\(^{164}\) Similarly, the different levels of scrutiny under the equal protection clause make the government's case harder or easier, but in every case, the right to equal protection is acknowledged before the government's differential treatment is assessed for rationality or is strictly scrutinized. Insisting on an opinion with an open weighing of interests, regardless of how things are weighed, is not a mere formality. It is a critical check that disciplines the Court, for the Court must use reason, not ipse dixit, to justify the deprivation of a right and why it deserves less protection in a particular context.

The Court's bifurcated approach to sentencing stands alone in the law in its rejection of these principles. With no opportunity to scrutinize the Court's reasons for trumping these rights in given circumstances, a critical check on judicial power is lost.

The relative severity of a death sentence cannot justify this departure from basic constitutional principles. To say that some rights are more important for capital defendants than for noncapital defendants because of the

\(^{163}\) Ry. Express Agency, Inc. v. New York, 336 U.S. 106, 113 (1949) (Jackson, J., concurring); cf. Richard H. Pildes, The Future of Voting Rights Policy: From Anti-Discrimination to the Right To Vote, 49 How. L.J. 741, 762 (2006) (pointing out that future voting reforms should account for the voting rights of all Americans, and not just the subset who face racial discrimination). The Court's preferential treatment of capital defendants is akin to special legislation, which is broadly disfavored. See, e.g., Robert M. Ireland, The Problem of Local, Private, and Special Legislation in the Nineteenth-Century United States, 46 Am. J. Legal Hist. 271, 279 (2004). Like special legislation, the Court's death-is-different jurisprudence monopolizes the Court's attention to such an extent that the Court has neither the energy nor the will to address the larger, more general needs of all criminal defendants. See id.

enormity of death might be true, but that fact does not lead to the conclusion that the Court need not acknowledge those same rights for noncapital defendants.

But severity was not the Court’s only functional justification for its two-track approach to sentencing. Additionally, Justice Stewart argued in *Furman* that death is “unique in its rejection of rehabilitation of the convict as a basic purpose of criminal justice.”165 But while the rejection of rehabilitation as a purpose of criminal punishment may have seemed unique to the death penalty when Justice Stewart wrote his opinion in 1972, it is hardly distinctive now. After Robert Martinson published a widely read paper in 1974 questioning the utility of rehabilitative programs,166 jurisdictions took notice and began to doubt the efficacy of pursuing rehabilitation as a goal of criminal punishment.167 The federal sentencing scheme explicitly forbids imposing a term of incarceration on the view that it will lead to rehabilitation,168 and other jurisdictions likewise reject rehabilitation as the goal of their penal sanctions.169 In an age when rehabilitation has been broadly rejected for all punishments, death cannot be treated differently on that basis.

That leaves the finality of death as the remaining basis for the Court’s special jurisprudence. The Court has emphasized this aspect of death in several of its opinions.170 In *Woodson*, the Court noted that “[d]eath, in its finality, differs more from life imprisonment than a 100-year prison term differs from one of only a year or two,”171 and used this distinction to strike down mandatory death sentences. In *Lockett*, the Court emphasized the finality of death when it distinguished noncapital cases, positing that in noncapital cases, other mechanisms such as probation, parole or furloughs could modify an initial sentence of confinement, whereas a death sentence that has been carried out could not be fixed.172


168. 28 U.S.C. § 994(k) (2006) (“The Commission shall insure that the guidelines reflect the inappropriateness of imposing a sentence to a term of imprisonment for the purpose of rehabilitating the defendant or providing the defendant with needed educational or vocational training, medical care, or other correctional treatment.”).


170. Justice Stewart’s oft-cited opening paragraph to his concurrence in *Furman* began by highlighting death’s “total irrevocability.” *Furman*, 408 U.S. at 306 (Stewart, J., concurring). Justice Brennan’s *Furman* concurrence also noted that death’s “finality” is one of the manifestations of its severity. *Id.* at 289 (Brennan, J., concurring). The dissenters in *Solem* characterized the capital proportionality cases as “rest[ing] on the finality of the death sentence.” *Solem v. Helm*, 463 U.S. 277, 313 (1983) (Burger, J., dissenting).


The problem with the Court’s argument based on finality is twofold. First, the Court has never held that there is a constitutional requirement that a jurisdiction provide any of the corrective mechanisms the Court emphasized in *Lockett* for noncapital cases, and, in fact, many jurisdictions do not. A host of states and the federal government have abandoned parole and/or drastically limited probation and furloughs. In all of these jurisdictions, these safety valves are lacking. Noncapital defendants, like capital defendants, must rest their hopes on executive clemency. Thus, for purposes of error correction after a sentence has been imposed, there may be no difference between a capital and noncapital sentence because correctives may be absent in noncapital cases as well. In this sense, both are equally final.

Second, even where safety valves do exist, they offer no compensation for the time an individual has already spent in prison. If the Court were to compare an execution that has been carried out to time served—which is the relevant comparison because the issue is what recompense is available if a mistake has been made in the initial sentence such that the punishment is disproportionate, arbitrary, or inattentive to individual circumstances—both situations would be irrevocable and lack correctives. The only effective check on excessive sentences of either type comes from getting the sentence right in the first instance.

The Court’s use of the language of “finality” is therefore misleading. When the Court discusses its concern with the finality of a death sentence, it is focusing on its irreversibility. But a sentence of life imprisonment is also irreversible once it has been served, as is any term of years in prison that the defendant has endured that is excessive, arbitrary, or fails to reflect a defendant’s individual circumstances. Those years cannot be brought back.

The Court’s real concern must be that the sentence of death is irreversible in terms of one’s entire life, whereas what is irreversible with noncapital sentences are the lost years of incarceration, or a portion of an individual’s life. But the fact that something greater is irreversibly lost in the context of a death sentence is just another way of saying that what worries the Court is the severity of a death sentence. As noted above, this focus on death as a more extreme punishment says nothing about whether other sentences are sufficiently serious that they merit the same protections in the absence of a compelling government argument to the contrary. It is the Court’s complete failure to tackle that question and instead to rely solely on the more serious nature of a death sentence that creates the most gaping hole in its sentencing


174. Note, supra note 13, at 1621 (“There is no way to revoke any portion of a sentence, be it a death sentence or a term of years, once it has already been served.”).

175. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 323 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (“One of the principal reasons why death is different is because it is irreversible . . . .”); see also Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 306 (1972) (Stewart, J., concurring) (“[Death] is unique in its total irrevocability.”); id. at 290 (Brennan, J., concurring) (distinguishing away noncapital cases because there the “punishment is not irrevocable”).
jurisprudence and distinguishes it from virtually all other areas of constitutional law.176

The Court in many cases offers sound reasons for why protections are needed for capital defendants, but it offers no reason at all for why the same protections are not also mandated in noncapital cases. To say that capital punishment must "be imposed fairly, and with reasonable consistency, or not at all,"177 but then to allow essentially the opposite in noncapital cases creates a jurisprudence wholly lacking in constitutional support.

C. Specific Substantive Contexts

Although the Court fails to make a case for treating death differently on the basis of functional reasons such as severity or finality, there might nevertheless be specific arguments that justify some or all of particular rules adopted by the Court. This Section takes up the task of considering whether the logic employed by the Court in the substantive areas described in Part I applies uniquely to death.

1. The Sentencer's Discretion

When five Justices agreed in *Furman* that the death penalty statutes under review were unconstitutional, they could not claim their resistance was based on contemporary standards. By 1963, every state that allowed the death penalty had discretionary jury sentencing in death penalty cases for almost every death-eligible crime.178 Instead, the Court's concern rested on a concern that this discretion, even if broadly adopted, resulted in arbitrary and capricious decision making.179

The fear of arbitrary and capricious decision making is a legitimate concern in the context of capital punishment. But arbitrary and capricious decision making is equally possible in noncapital cases that similarly vest broad discretionary authority with a judge or jury.180 Indeed, at least five Justices in *Furman* acknowledged the logical conclusion that selective application of a punishment would be no less troublesome in a noncapital case than in a capital case. Justice Douglas noted:

[I]t is 'cruel and unusual' to apply the death penalty—or any other penalty—selectively to minorities whose numbers are few, who are outcasts of society, and who are unpopular, but whom society is willing to see suffer

---

176. *See supra* text accompanying notes 158–164.
179. *See supra* notes 18–20 and accompanying text.
though it would not countenance general application of the same penalty across the board.\footnote{181}{Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 245 (1972) (Douglas, J., concurring) (emphasis added).}

Four dissenting Justices in \textit{Furman} likewise agreed that “[i]f discriminatory impact renders capital punishment cruel and unusual, it likewise renders invalid most of the prescribed penalties for crimes of violence.”\footnote{182}{Id. at 447 (Powell, J., dissenting).} At least in this respect, then, the Justices recognized that death is not different. If laws giving the sentencer wide discretion are being applied to the disadvantage of the underprivileged, that should be no less of a constitutional concern in noncapital cases than it is capital cases.\footnote{183}{And, of course, the reality is that discretion in criminal justice has typically meant that people of color and the underprivileged get the worst the system has to offer. \textit{See Tushar Kansal, The Sentencing Project, Racial Disparity in Sentencing: A Review of the Literature} (2005), available at http://www.sentencingproject.org/Admin/Documents/publications/rd_sending _review.pdf (reviewing studies that reveal pervasive racial bias in sentencing); Cassia C. Spohn, Thirty Years of Sentencing Reform: The Quest for a Racially Neutral Sentencing Process, in 3 \textit{Criminal Justice 2000: Policies, Processes, and Decisions of the Criminal Justice System} 427, 428 (Julie Homey ed., 2000), available at http://www.ncjrs.org/criminal_justice2000/vol_ 3/03i.pdf (“[S]tudies suggest that race and ethnicity do play an important role in contemporary sentencing decisions.”); Nilsen, supra note 134, at 121 (“Nearly one in eight black men between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine are in prison, compared to one in fifty-nine white men within the same age group. These rates are quite disproportionate to the commission of crimes within each group.”) (footnotes omitted)).}

Indeed, the argument for policing arbitrary sentencing in noncapital cases might be even stronger if contemporary standards are taken into account. There is an evolving consensus among the states that it is necessary to guide the discretion of those who sentence, whether they be judges or juries. More than one-third of the states now have some form of sentencing guidelines to avoid arbitrary and capricious sentencing by judges, and others are getting ready to follow suit.\footnote{184}{Richard S. Frase, \textit{State Sentencing Guidelines: Diversity, Consensus, and Unresolved Policy Issues}, 105 COLUM. L. REV. 1190, 1191 (2005).} Even in states without sentencing guidelines, there has been a shift to mandatory punishments in an effort to eliminate sentencing discretion.\footnote{185}{See Bureau of Justice Assistance, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, \textit{National Assessment of Structured Sentencing} 24-25 tbl. 3-3 (1996), available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/ strsent.pdf.} While these mandatory sentences can be criticized for creating their own arbitrary results, their proliferation can be seen as evidence of an evolving contemporary judgment that too much sentencing discretion should be discouraged.

The Court’s competing concern with discretion—that there be an opportunity for individualization—is likewise just as applicable in noncapital cases as in capital cases. When the Court rejected individualized sentencing for noncapital cases in \textit{Harmelin}, the Court relied on the fact that severe and mandatory penalties had been employed throughout the nation’s history.\footnote{186}{Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 994-95 (1991).} But that was also true of the death penalty; for
most of its history, it was a mandatory sentence. And when states shifted to discretionary sentencing for capital cases as the dominant approach, they also adopted discretionary sentencing as the accepted approach in noncapital cases. In capital and noncapital cases alike, "[t]he belief no longer prevail[ed] that every offense in a like legal category calls for an identical punishment without regard to the past life and habits of a particular offender." Mandatory sentencing reemerged for capital cases in the mid-1970s after Furman, with ten states opting for mandatory capital punishment, and for noncapital cases in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The historical trends in both contexts, then, are largely the same.

Aside from the reference to the history of mandatory sentences for noncapital crimes, the Court in Harmelin gave no explanation for its failure to apply Woodson to noncapital cases apart from a cursory reference to the "qualitative difference" of death. But the concerns the Court expressed about mandatory sentences in Woodson are not logically limited to capital punishment. For example, the Court in Woodson rejected mandatory capital statutes because they "treat[] all persons convicted of a designated offense not as uniquely individual human beings, but as members of a faceless, undifferentiated mass." The Court believed that "the fundamental respect for humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment requires consideration of the character and record of the individual offender and the circumstances of the particular offense as a constitutionally indispensable part of the process of


190. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 313 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).


192. The Court in Woodson pointed to juror resistance to convict in cases with a mandatory death penalty as evidence of a changing contemporary standard. 428 U.S. at 289–90 (plurality opinion). Although it is impossible to obtain the same information about noncapital cases because courts have not allowed juries to be told that the case involves a mandatory sentence, see, e.g., United States v. Pabon-Cruz, 391 F.3d 86, 88 (2d Cir. 2004), when juries are aware of the punishment in noncapital cases, they also resist mandatory sentences. Rachel E. Barkow, Recharging the Jury: The Criminal Jury's Constitutional Role in an Era of Mandatory Sentencing, 152 U. Pa. L. Rev. 33, 79–80 (2003). Thus, even though the evidence is incomplete, there is some reason to think that juries would resist mandatory sentences in many noncapital cases as well.


194. Woodson, 428 U.S. at 304 (plurality opinion).
inflicting the penalty of death." It then reiterated in Lockett that it was “satisfied that this qualitative difference between death and other penalties calls for a greater degree of reliability when the death sentence is imposed.” Because the death penalty is “so profoundly different from all other penalties,” the Court stated it could not “avoid the conclusion that an individualized decision is essential in capital cases.”

On what basis does the “fundamental respect for humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment” not apply to a situation in which an individual is locked in a cell? Surely in that situation as well the sentencer must consider the character and record of the accused to ensure that the punishment fits the circumstances. Why can defendants be treated as “a faceless, undifferentiated mass” when they receive a term of imprisonment? The Court did not answer that question in Woodson, Lockett, Harmelin or any other case.

2. Proportionality Review

As noted, the Court has found a death sentence to be “excessive” in a multitude of situations but it almost never strikes down a sentence outside the capital context. One reason for the difference in outcomes is the Court’s willingness in capital cases to consider objective evidence of contemporary values (i.e., legislation and jury decisions) as well as its “own judgment” of whether a capital sentence is excessive. Another is the Court’s general sense that “the Eighth Amendment applies to [the death penalty] with special force.” The Court is of the view that “[b]ecause a sentence of death differs in kind from any sentence of imprisonment, no matter how long, our decisions applying the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments to capital cases are of limited assistance” in noncapital cases.

There is nothing in the Constitution’s text or history that supports employing two different tests for excessiveness or applying the Eighth Amendment with “special force” in some cases and not others. As the dis-
senting opinion in *Harmelin* pointed out, proportionality review in capital cases comes from the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishments, and the Court has offered no explanation for why the words “‘cruel and unusual’ include a proportionality requirement in some cases but not in others.”

Nor do the “‘evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society’” support differential treatment. On the contrary, evolving standards of decency suggest that both capital and non-capital sentences alike can become cruel and unusual.

To be sure, because death is the most severe punishment administered by the state, it is understandable and logical that the Court would require that it be reserved for the most serious offenses. This, in turn, may make it easier for the Court to create categorical rules for capital cases that exempt offenses. But it does not follow from that point that every other punishment should thereby get a free pass from proportionality scrutiny. Other punishments can also be excessive for the offense. As Youngjae Lee has argued, “the lazy slogan that ‘death is different’ hardly amounts to a principled distinction or a satisfactory explanation of the particular differences between the two kinds of cases.”

The Court’s decisions disallowing the death penalty for certain types of offenders because they are less culpable are also not limited by their logic to defendants facing capital punishment. Consider the Court’s arguments for exempting juveniles from the death penalty. The Court highlighted in *Roper* that juveniles’ “comparative immaturity and irresponsibility,” their susceptibility to peer pressure, and the fact that their character is “not as well formed as that of an adult” exempt them from being among the worst offenders. The Court further noted that “[t]heir own vulnerability and comparative lack of control over their immediate surroundings mean juveniles have a greater claim than adults to be forgiven for failing to escape negative influences in sentences. *Rummel*, 445 U.S. at 288 (Powell, J., dissenting); *see also* *Solem* v. *Helm*, 463 U.S. 277, 284–85 (1983) (“The principle that a punishment should be proportionate to the crime is deeply rooted . . . . When prison sentences became the normal criminal sanctions, the common law recognized that these, too, must be proportional.”); id. at 288 (“There is no basis for the State’s assertion that the general principle of proportionality does not apply to felony prison sentences.”); *Rummel*, 445 U.S. at 288–89 (Powell, J., dissenting) (noting the long tradition of ensuring that all punishments were not excessive in length).


207. *Lee*, *supra* note 59, at 697; *see also* *Suleiman*, *supra* note 57, at 452 (“[T]here is no logical, moral, or constitutional basis for confining the requirement of blameworthiness and the principle of proportionality to capital punishment law.”).

their whole environment." There is, according to the Court, "a greater possibility . . . that a minor's character deficiencies will be reformed." If all that is true, one might wonder why juveniles can receive life without parole, the punishment for the worst offenders in all noncapital states and the most common punishment for the worst offenders even in states with capital punishment. For that matter, we might further wonder how any punishment can apply equally to juvenile and adult offenders without some assessment that the juvenile possesses the requisite maturity of judgment that merits giving him the same sentence as an adult. As Franklin Zimring has noted, "[d]iminished responsibility is either generally applicable or generally unpersuasive as a mitigating principle." Even before the Court categorically exempted juveniles from the death penalty, it required youth to be treated as a mitigating factor in capital cases because adolescents are less mature and responsible. The Court has offered no explanation for why the diminished responsibility of juveniles is confined to death penalty cases. If adolescents may not be responsible enough to get the same death sentence as an adult, they may not be responsible enough to get the same term of confinement as an adult. A categorical rule about juvenile responsibility may work in the context of the death penalty, on the theory that juveniles are by definition less culpable from adults, and therefore cannot be eligible for the state's

209. Id. at 570.

210. Id.

211. To the extent the Court relied on international norms in striking down the death penalty for juveniles, it is worth noting that the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) forbids life without parole for individuals under eighteen. Convention on the Rights of the Child art. 37(a), Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3. All member nation states have ratified the CRC except for the United States and Somalia. Amnesty Int'l & Human Rights Watch, supra note 99, at 99. In addition, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) mandates special protections for juveniles, including a mandate that "[j]uvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status" and that criminal procedures "take account of their age and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation." International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights arts. 10(3), 14(4), Dec. 16, 1966, S. Exec. Doc. E, 95-2 (1978), 999 U.N.T.S. 171. The United States ratified the ICCPR in 1992, but it added a reservation clarifying that "the United States reserves the right, in exceptional circumstances, to treat juveniles as adults, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 (b) and 3 of article 10 and paragraph 4 of article 14." Amnesty Int'l & Human Rights Watch, supra note 99, at 97. The United States is one of only about a dozen countries in the world that authorizes a sentence of life without parole for juveniles, and one of only four countries with juveniles currently serving such sentences. Liptak, supra note 99. In the other three countries, there are seven or fewer juveniles serving such a sentence; in the United States, there are more than 2200. Id.; see also Amnesty Int'l & Human Rights Watch, supra note 99, at 104–07.


215. For thoughtful arguments on the potential disproportionality of adult prison sentences for juveniles, see Feld, supra note 98, at 542–45; Logan, supra note 150, at 709–25.
most serious punishment. But the reasons why juveniles are less culpable do not simply disappear in cases involving other punishments. So, if one's status as a juvenile is relevant in death cases, it must also be relevant in other cases. As a result, any mandatory punishment that fails to distinguish between adults and juveniles and prohibits juveniles from talking about their reduced culpability runs afoul of the Court's stated logic in *Roper*.

The Court's arguments about the lesser culpability of the mentally retarded are similarly more expansive than the context of capital cases. The Court stated that, "[b]ecause of their disabilities in areas of reasoning, judgment, and control of their impulses [the mentally retarded] do not act with the level of moral culpability that characterizes the most serious adult criminal conduct." While that does not mean that the mentally retarded should be exempt from all criminal punishment, it does follow that mental retardation diminishes personal culpability. As a result, laws that impose mandatory punishments without allowing the sentencer to consider the offender's mental retardation seem to run afoul of the Court's logic in *Atkins*. As the dissent in *Atkins* pointed out, the majority's rationale "might support a due process claim in all criminal prosecutions of the mentally retarded.".

The logic of the Court's arguments about the need to take a look at the particular facts of a case involving felony murder similarly apply beyond capital cases to noncapital ones. In its decision in *Enmund* limiting the death penalty for felony murder to those who kill or intend that a death result, the Court stated that "[i]t is fundamental that 'causing harm intentionally must be punished more severely than causing harm unintentionally.'" The Court further stated that, because death occurs so infrequently in the course of felonies, sentencing all participants in a felony that results in death as if they committed murder fails to act as an effective deterrent. These concerns cannot be limited to a case where death is the punishment. The maxim that causing harm intentionally must lead to more severe punishment than causing harm unintentionally applies to capital and noncapital cases alike. Similarly, to the extent that sentencing all participants equivalently is a poor deterrent, that argument applies to both capital and noncapital cases.

In each of these areas, a categorical rule may have worked for death cases in a way it would not for other punishments. That is, because death is the most serious punishment, it is possible to prohibit all but the most serious offenses and offenders as a categorical manner. But just because categorical rules are

---


217. *Id.* at 352 (Scalia, J., dissenting).


219. *Id.* at 799 (citing 2 Am. Law Inst., Model Penal Code and Commentaries: Part II, Definition of Specific Crimes § 210.2 cmt. 6 & n.96, at 38 (1980)).

220. Indeed, the criticism contained in the Model Penal Code commentary on which the Court relied in *Enmund* applies to all felony murder cases, not just capital ones. See 1 Am. Law Inst., supra note 219, § 210.2 cmt. 6, at 38-39 ("[I]t remains indefensible in principle to use the sanctions that the law employs to deal with murder unless there is at least a finding that the actor's conduct manifested an extreme indifference to the value of human life.").
easier to devise for the most serious punishment does not mean that the rea-
sons for creating those rules do not apply in other contexts. In each of these
areas, the Court recognized that offenders are not as culpable by virtue of in-
dividual characteristics that matter for punishment. Those same characteristics
therefore bear on punishment outside the capital context and must be con-
sidered by the sentencer if the Court’s reasoning is to be respected. It is by
judicial proclamation alone that the Court requires sentencers to consider
the “circumstances of the crime and the characteristics of the offender” in
every death penalty case but imposes no such requirement in every other
criminal case.

D. Administrative Concerns

Although the Court has most frequently rested its bifurcated jurispru-
dence of sentencing in substantive terms, emphasizing particularly the
severity and finality of death, administrability concerns are also a factor.

When the Court has explicitly resisted importing death penalty standards
to noncapital cases, it has frequently alluded to administrative problems,
particularly in its proportionality jurisprudence. Death is the most serious
punishment, so, as noted, the Court can categorically exempt certain crimes
from its purview as not being the most serious. In contrast, every other pun-
ishment is on a sliding scale, and thus it is more difficult to calibrate when a
given term of confinement is too much. As a result, the Court has resisted
extending protections to noncapital cases because of a concern with judicial
management. To give the Court its due, it is harder to draw distinctions with
terms of confinement than with capital punishment.

But as with its other rationales, the Court’s arguments based on ease of
administration fall short as a basis for treating death in a categorically dif-
f erent manner and for refusing to scrutinize noncapital sentences at all. Just
because it would be more difficult to police noncapital sentences to ensure
they are not cruel and unusual does not mean that it is beyond the Court’s
abilities. On the contrary, there is ample evidence that the Court is more
than capable of this task.


that proportionality is not administrable because it amounts to an “evaluating policy”); Solem v.
Helm, 463 U.S. 277, 315 (1983) (Burger, C.J., dissenting) (worrying that the majority’s opinion
“will flood the appellate courts with cases in which equally arbitrary lines must be drawn”); Rummel v. Estelle, 445 U.S. 263, 275–76 (1980) (rejecting a challenge to a noncapital sentence and
noting that “the lines to be drawn are indeed ‘subjective,’ and therefore properly within the province
of legislatures, not courts”); id. at 280 (“It is one thing for a court to compare those States that im-
pose capital punishment for a specific offense with those States that do not. It is quite another thing
for a court to attempt to evaluate the position of any particular recidivist scheme within Rummel’s
complex matrix.” (citation omitted)).

by Rehnquist, C.J.) (lamenting that noncapital offenses cannot be compared because “there is no
objective standard of gravity”).
Most directly on point, the Court has already engaged in a form of proportionality analysis outside the capital context. Even under the Court’s current, weak proportionality test, it must compare the gravity of the offense with the harshness of the penalty\textsuperscript{224} to decide whether the state has a “reasonable basis for believing” that it will serve either the goals of deterrence, retributivism, rehabilitation, or incapacitation.\textsuperscript{225} Including Solem’s remaining factors as part of the inquiry—as opposed to factors that come into play only after the first factor is used as a threshold—would make the Court’s approach more objective, not less.\textsuperscript{226} Those two factors would require courts to “compare the sentences imposed on other criminals in the same jurisdiction” and “the sentences imposed for commission of the same crime in other jurisdictions.”\textsuperscript{227} These comparisons, as the Court has repeatedly stated in death penalty cases, are objective considerations.\textsuperscript{228} And although they require judgment calls, the Court has already recognized certain basic rules of thumb—for example, that violent crimes are more serious than nonviolent ones, that intentional conduct is more serious than negligent conduct, that lesser included offenses should not be punished more seriously than the greater offense.\textsuperscript{229} Moreover, social science evidence shows widely shared agreement on the relative seriousness of crimes.\textsuperscript{230}

Other courts have also demonstrated that proportionality can be taken seriously in noncapital cases. Lower federal courts have at various points used a more robust proportionality standard than the one ultimately adopted by the Court. For example, in the period before Rummel was decided, the Fourth Circuit employed a more robust proportionality review without difficulty.\textsuperscript{231} Similarly, after Solem was decided, there was no evidence that courts

\textsuperscript{224.} Solem, 463 U.S. at 290–91.

\textsuperscript{225.} Ewing, 538 U.S. at 28 (plurality opinion).

\textsuperscript{226.} Although Justice Scalia has argued that the second factor in Solem (comparing sentences within a jurisdiction) is not objective because judges have different notions of gravity, even he concedes that the third factor “can be applied with clarity and ease.” Harmelin, 501 U.S. at 988–89 (opinion of Scalia, J., joined by Rehnquist, C.J.). He disputes its relevance because of his view that states are free to differ from one another, but he fails to distinguish the use of this same factor in capital cases. See \textit{id.} at 994 (stating only that “[p]roportionality review is one of several respects in which we have held that ‘death is different,’ and have imposed protections that the Constitution nowhere else provides” and concluding without explanation that “[w]e would leave it there, but will not extend it further”).

\textsuperscript{227.} Solem, 463 U.S. at 291–92.


\textsuperscript{229.} Solem, 463 U.S. at 292–93.

\textsuperscript{230.} \textsc{John Braithwaite & Philip Pettit, \textit{Not Just Deserts: A Republican Theory of Criminal Justice} 178 (1990) (“There is quite an impressive consensus within and even between modern societies on which types of crimes deserve most punishment and which least.”); Paul H. Robinson & Robert Kurzban, \textit{Concordance and Conflict in Intuitions of Justice}, 91 MINN. L. REV. 1829, 1846–92 (2007) (finding agreement on the relative seriousness of many crimes).

\textsuperscript{231.} \textit{See, e.g.}, Rummel v. Estelle, 445 U.S. 263, 306 (1980) (Powell, J., dissenting) (noting that the Fourth Circuit’s case law “constitutes impressive empirical evidence that the federal courts are capable of applying the Eighth Amendment to disproportionate noncapital sentences with a high degree of sensitivity to principles of federalism and state autonomy”).
were overwhelmed by having to apply its three-part framework or that the framework interfered excessively with state sentencing judgments.\textsuperscript{222} And in the wake of the Supreme Court's transformation of the federal Sentencing Guidelines from mandatory to advisory,\textsuperscript{233} federal courts are now charged with determining whether a sentence outside the guidelines is reasonable—an inquiry not unlike proportionality and one that the courts have been able to conduct.\textsuperscript{234}

State courts have also shown that proportionality review in noncapital cases is hardly inconsistent with the role of a judge. Many states have a proportionality requirement spelled out expressly in their constitutions.\textsuperscript{235} Others have adopted a proportionality requirement in the course of interpreting a clause in the state constitution that prevents cruel or unusual punishment.\textsuperscript{236} These states, too, have had no difficulty enforcing their constitutional guarantees.

Moreover, the Court itself engages in this kind of proportionality review when it assesses the constitutionality of fines and punitive damage awards.\textsuperscript{237} The Court has held that the Due Process Clause requires judges to engage in proportionality review to determine whether punitive damage awards are unconstitutional, and it conducts this inquiry on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{238} As Justice Stevens has observed, "it 'would be anomalous indeed' to suggest that the Eighth Amendment makes proportionality review applicable in the context of bail and fines but not in the context of other forms of punishment, such as imprisonment."\textsuperscript{239}

Making contextual and fact-based judgments is what judges do. Judges have to determine whether particular delays violate the defendant's right to a
speedy trial. They must look at the specific facts of a case to see if a constitutional error is, in the circumstances, harmless. Determinations of reasonable suspicion and probable cause under the Fourth Amendment are similarly fact intensive, as are questions regarding the materiality of evidence for purposes of deciding if the government committed a Brady violation. The fact that these determinations are difficult is not a reason to abandon them.

If anything, gauging the appropriateness of a sentence is more squarely within a judge's skill set because of the long tradition of judicial sentencing. This task is made even easier by the abundant information now available on actual sentences imposed through sentencing commissions and guidelines.

The only administrability concern that remains, then, is the sheer quantity of cases that might present a colorable issue. But, again, quantity has not stopped the Court's Fourth Amendment jurisprudence or its review of punitive damage awards from going forward. An increased docket of cases is a fact of modern judicial life—and one that has been addressed with various mechanisms to expedite cases, including the issuance of per curiam opinions and orders without argument. Resource concerns are not irrelevant as a practical matter, but they cannot be a sufficient justification for jettisoning the Constitution.

Administrability concerns are therefore insufficient to abandon meaningful proportionality review in noncapital cases using the same test that the Court applies in capital cases. The inter- and intra-jurisdictional comparisons the Court conducts in capital cases would translate well to noncapital cases. To be sure, there would be some cases that would present tough line-drawing questions, but those questions are ones courts are suited to address and, indeed, commanded to answer under the Eighth Amendment.

Questions of manageability also fall short of justifying the Court's reluctance to check noncapital sentences for arbitrariness and to insist on individualized punishment. Although administrability worries have featured most prominently in proportionality cases, applying a Furman-based inquiry

242. As the Court has conceded, "Articulating precisely what 'reasonable suspicion' and 'probable cause' mean is not possible," Ornelas v. United States, 517 U.S. 690, 695 (1996), because they are "fluid concepts that take their substantive content from the particular contexts in which the standards are being assessed." Id. at 696.
244. See Ewing, 538 U.S. at 34–35 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (noting that judges traditionally had "uncabined discretion" to sentence within broad ranges that required them to employ a proportionality principle).
of whether a given sentencing scheme creates too high a risk of arbitrary and capricious punishment raises the same kind of line-drawing concerns. But, like the proportionality inquiry, it is not beyond the ken of judges. Courts in this context would be aided by the fact that numerous states now have sentencing guidelines that show how laws could be written to decrease the risk of arbitrary imposition. And, of course, it would certainly be straightforward to reject mandatory punishments in noncapital cases, just as it has been in death cases. Those cases would raise no resource objections at all.

In sum, just as the Court's failure to take a unified approach to sentencing cannot be based on the language of the Constitution itself, it cannot rest on an administrative rationale either.

III. THE PITFALLS OF THE TWO-TRACK SYSTEM

The Court's separate treatment of death should be of concern to anyone who cares about consistent and even-handed enforcement of the Constitution. But it should also alarm those who care about substantive sentencing policy, and it is this policy on which this Part focuses. Sections III.A and B show the ways in which the Court's current two-track approach harms capital and noncapital defendants. Section III.C then broadens the lens, focusing on how the two-track system has exacerbated the already irrational politics of sentencing.

A. How the Two-Track System Harms Capital Defendants

The current system obviously benefits capital defendants because those defendants get additional legal protections. Its rejection of mandatory death penalty statutes is a significant protection against unjust sentences of death, as is the requirement that defendants are entitled to introduce mitigat-

246. For example, the Court could make this assessment with relative ease by looking at the sentences imposed by judges for the crime at issue. If the variation is too stark, the Court could insist on more guidance in the statute or in guidelines. While the conclusion might be difficult in light of the concern about deferring to legislative judgments, the analysis itself would be straightforward. And in all of the jurisdictions that have adopted some form of guidelines, whether voluntary or mandatory, there would likely be no Furman problem because compliance with the guidelines is quite high.

247. See supra note 184 and accompanying text.

ing evidence. Its proportionality rulings have taken death off the table for a host of defendants.249

But, these protections, while important, have not come without a cost to death penalty abolitionists. Precisely because these protections—as well as other death-is-different rules—apply only to capital cases, there is a “widespread perception that death penalty law is extremely demanding.”250 After all, if death cases are subject to rules that do not apply to any other proceedings, it creates the appearance that these cases are subject to extra scrutiny that must provide added security against wrongful convictions and sentences and ensure the fair administration of justice.

The problem with this appearance is that it is misleading. Death cases are subject to more protections than noncapital cases; but, given that noncapital cases get almost no substantive Court oversight or protection, the fact that death cases get more ultimately says very little. If state A provides certain forms of emergency medical care to the poor but no other health benefits, and state B provides nothing at all, it is true that state A is doing more to make health care available. But one cannot automatically leap to the additional conclusion that state A is providing all the medical care that is necessary or sufficient. Yet, in the context of Supreme Court jurisprudence, that type of logic has prevailed in death penalty cases. Because they get more protection than every other case, there is a perception that death cases are getting all that they need. Precisely because there are two tracks and a disparity between capital and noncapital cases, the public and government officials can easily be led to believe that death cases are getting the oversight they need to ensure just outcomes.251

Thus, part of the reason that capital punishment as it is currently deployed continues to enjoy support from the public and the officials who administer it is that it is given special treatment by the Court. If the Court were to follow the same rights framework that governs all other constitutional cases and give capital and noncapital defendants the same protections, death cases would no longer present the false appearance that they are getting something more. With this comparative advantage off the table, it seems likely that the focus would shift to the substance of the protections themselves to see if they are sufficient. Whether that focus would ultimately lead to improvements for capital defendants is an open question, but at least attention would

249. The Court’s additional protections related to jury instructions, effective assistance of counsel, and habeas review are, of course, also worthwhile. Recognizing that these reforms are valuable does not, however, mean that they are sufficient.

250. Steiker & Steiker, supra note 1, at 402; see also Note, supra note 13, at 1611 (arguing that the death-is-different case law “gives ammunition to advocates of capital punishment” precisely because those cases get protections that other cases do not).

251. See, e.g., Alex Kozinski & Steven Bright, The Modern View of Capital Punishment, 34 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1353, 1360–61 (1997) (quoting Judge Alex Kozinski’s view that innocent defendants are better off being charged with a capital crime in California because they will get “a whole panoply of rights of appeal and review that you don’t get in other cases”); Patrick McElheran, Illinois re-examines life sentences, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Oct. 25, 2006, at A13 (“[T]he safeguards that states build into capital cases—the things that make the death penalty so costly—make it less likely an innocent man will be executed than simply imprisoned wrongly.”).
be drawn to the right question. With the two-track system in place, it is all too easy to avoid close consideration of what process is actually provided in death cases and whether it addresses the main concerns with capital punishment's administration.

It is possible that, even though the two-track system comes at some cost to capital defendants, they are still better off with this framework than they would be under a unified approach because the extra protections they get are sufficiently valuable that they outweigh the negative side effects. That is an empirical question that defies an easy answer.

But once one considers not just capital defendants but all defendants, as the next Section explains, it is clear that the vast majority of criminal defendants are harmed by the existing approach.

**B. How the Two-Track System Harms Noncapital Defendants**

It is beyond dispute that noncapital defendants have been poorly served under the Court's death-is-different sentencing jurisprudence. After all, noncapital defendants have received almost none of the benefits that the Court has bestowed in capital cases. That requires little discussion.

What may be less obvious, however, is how the Court's death-is-different jurisprudence serves as a catalyst for this disparity. One might not think that the Court's sentencing jurisprudence is a zero sum proposition, with additional benefits for capital cases leading to fewer protections in noncapital cases. But in fact, the Court's failure to regulate noncapital proceedings is a direct outgrowth of the Court's decision to create a separate jurisprudence for capital cases.

To understand this inverse relationship, one needs to think about how constitutional litigation is conducted at the Court. Litigators seeking social reform typically look for the most sympathetic case to serve as the vehicle for making their request for recognition of a constitutional right. They know to pick cases where the absence of a substantive or procedural protection will give the Court the greatest concern. In the context of most criminal cases, nothing compares to capital cases for tapping into the Court's sympathies and prompting the Court to create protections to ensure that a sentence is just. 252 Indeed, that is why so many cases establishing landmark constitutional rights for all criminal defendants involved defendants facing capital punishment. 253 There is no greater state power than the authority to take away a life, so there is no situation where a right is of more importance. These cases are thus the perfect vehicles for obtaining rights that will then benefit all defendants, even those who would not present an equally sympathetic case, for they force the Court into a position where it must decide

---

252. The opposite may be true in the context of the exclusionary rule, where the Court might be less inclined to create protections when the offense is particularly serious.

whether it is willing to recognize the right across-the-board or accept that the most sympathetic cases will not get the benefit of a needed protection.

In the context of the Eighth Amendment and substantive sentencing review, however, this strategy is unavailable. Capital cases cannot be used as vehicles for reforming substantive sentencing review across the board because the Court has put them on a separate track. In this context, then, the Court has the power to deal with only the sympathetic cases and ignore the rest.

Indeed, the lack of this leverage with the Court has been a key reason why noncapital cases raising sentencing issues have fared so poorly in getting judicial protection. The existence of the Court's death-is-different jurisprudence shows that the Justices are greatly disturbed by substantive sentencing injustices in capital cases. Indeed, each of the death-is-different cases discussed in Part One is a testament to the Court's commitment to creating a just sentencing system when the state seeks an execution. Under different circumstances, these cases would be the ideal vehicles for getting a right recognized for all criminal defendants. In contrast, the Court has been less moved by noncapital cases. Either because of the greater moral weight of being part of the "machinery of death" or because of its administrative concerns with policing all criminal sentences instead of just capital ones, the Court has taken a hands-off approach to noncapital proceedings.

The ability to put capital cases on one track and noncapital cases on another means the Court never has to face the difficult question of whether its concern about substantive justice for capital defendants is sufficiently strong that it would maintain those protections even if it meant having to extend them to all defendants and, therefore, to increase its supervisory role in criminal cases. By allowing itself the option of treating the most sympathetic cases to their own jurisprudence, the Court has made it all but impossible for all other cases—that is, those concerning the more than 99 percent of criminal defendants who do not face a death sentence—to succeed.

The Court's two-track system makes it even more difficult for noncapital defendants to obtain any kind of relief because it also alters the approach that litigants at the Court pursue. Were it not for the separate track for death cases, sentencing reformers would likely join forces to argue for needed criminal law reforms that would apply to all defendants. At the very least, these reformers would not take positions at odds with one another.

254. See supra Section II.D. Death cases are a minute portion of the overall criminal caseload, so any extra protections exact a relatively minor toll on the judiciary. Of course, this does not mean that extra protections resulting in longer proceedings are costless. Although estimates vary, the average death penalty case costs well over a million dollars, and often considerably more. See, e.g., Costs of the Death Penalty and Related Issues: Hearing on H. Bill 1094 Before the Colo. H. of Rep. Judiciary Comm., 2007 Leg., 66th Sess. (Colo. 2007), available at http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/ COcosttestimony.pdf (testimony of Richard C. Dieter, executive director of the Death Penalty Information Center) (noting studies finding the average cost of a death penalty case running anywhere from $1.26 million up to $24 million); Liebman, supra note 253, at 2130 (noting that executions have an average cost of roughly $3.2 million in Florida, $3 million in Pennsylvania, $2.16 million in North Carolina, $2.3 million in Texas, and $5 million in California and pointing out that the number grows much higher—"perhaps upwards of $20 million" when post-conviction litigation costs are included).
When the Court recognized two competing tracks for Eighth Amendment purposes, however, it took these natural allies and separated them into two camps: those who represent the interests of capital defendants and those who represent the interests of noncapital defendants. Under a death-is-different regime, capital defense lawyers and abolitionists have the incentive to disavow the interests of noncapital defendants to improve the lot of their clients on death row.

Capital defendants have learned, for example, to ask the Court for special protections while at the same time acknowledging that those same protections need not apply to noncapital defendants. In Enmund, for example, counsel for the defendant stated, "at the outset I want to make very clear that [my client's] submission here does not in any way challenge Florida's authority . . . to define the crime of felony murder or to punish those crimes severely."\(^\text{255}\) He conceded that, in all cases other than death penalty cases, "these vicarious devices and these conclusive presumptions that the Florida Supreme Court relied upon are perfectly okay to establish a nexus between what the offender actually did and these killings."\(^\text{256}\) To take another example, when the American Psychological Association filed a brief in support of the petitioner in Ake v. Oklahoma and requested expert mental health evaluations for indigent defendants, it minimized the cost concerns with this request by noting that "[i]f this Court's holding were restricted to apply only to capital cases, the numbers involved would be even more limited."\(^\text{257}\)

Indeed, lawyers representing capital defendants have accepted the legitimacy of even the harshest noncapital sanctions to save their clients from death. In Atkins, counsel for the defendant was asked if it would be acceptable to put someone who was mentally retarded "in jail for life, solitary," and his response was that "[n]othing in the ruling that we seek here would preclude the State from imposing the most serious penalty it has other than the penalty of death."\(^\text{258}\) Roper and his amici made proactive use of the general trend in states to "get tough" on juveniles by contrasting it with the opposite trend in many states to raise to eighteen the age at which someone could be sentenced to death.\(^\text{259}\) They pointed to states such as New York and


\(^{256}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{257}\) Brief for American Psychological Association and Oklahoma Psychological Association as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 25, Ake v. Oklahoma, 469 U.S. 1070 (1984) (No. 83-5424). Litigators are not the only ones to use the two tracks strategically. Scholars have taken this approach as well. See, e.g., Joseph L. Hoffman, Substance and Procedure in Capital Cases: Why Federal Habeas Courts Should Review the Merits of Every Death Sentence, 78 Tex. L. Rev. 1771, 1801 (2000) (arguing that because death is different, "[s]ubstantive Eighth Amendment habeas review is a special protection that need not be extended to non-capital convictions or sentences").


its legislature’s decision "that juvenile offenders may spend the rest of their lives in prison, but it is not permissible to execute them,"260 as evidence that the Court could safely restrict capital punishment to individuals eighteen years and older.261 The Court accepted this argument, noting in its opinion that some five states had banned execution of juveniles since it considered the issue in Stanford,262 and contrasting that with the "particular trend in recent years toward cracking down on juvenile crime in other respects."263

Thus, the briefs supporting an exclusion of juveniles from the death penalty used the harsh noncapital juvenile laws to support their claim, instead of highlighting that those laws, too, failed to appreciate the limited culpability of juveniles. This was obviously a strategic move on the part of amici—and a wise one in light of the outcome of the case.

James Liebman has argued that the tactical choice to highlight the availability of life without parole in general "'has been absolutely crucial to whatever progress has been made against the death penalty.'"264 Life without parole may be an appropriate sentence in a given case, with individuals previously facing the death penalty likely being the most deserving offenders for such a sanction. The problem, however, lies in the fact that life without parole will also frequently be a disproportionate sentence, as noncapital sentencing reformers have tried to highlight.265 Its near-universal endorsement by death penalty abolitionists is troublesome because they seem to be approving it as a general matter in their arguments to the Court, which may, in turn, limit the Court’s sense of how extreme a punishment it is.266 Carol and Jordan Steiker have observed that "'[e]ven the lengthiest sentences lose their horror when they are so avidly sought and so victoriously celebrated by the (rarely) successful capital litigant.'"267 Thus, as Markus Dubber has noted, "the 'death is different' campaign of opponents of capital punishment" may

261. Id. at 23.
262. Roper, 543 U.S. at 565.
263. Id. at 566.
265. See, e.g., Catherine Appleton & Bent Grøver, The Pros and Cons of Life Without Parole, 47 BRIT. J. CRIMINOLOGY 597, 611 (2007) ("[L]ife without parole] removes any prospect of reward for change and is therefore fundamentally inhumane. If society is going to announce baldly that we don't care what you do, we don't care what programmes you engage in, you're never going to be released, it's the equivalent of providing a death sentence." (citation omitted)); Richard S. Frase, Excessive Prison Sentences, Punishment Goals, and the Eighth Amendment: "Proportionality" Relative to What?, 89 MINN. L. REV. 571, 639 (2005) (observing that when past and probable future crimes are minor, a recidivist statute’s mandatory life without parole "seems likely to be far more costly in human terms than the crimes it will prevent through deterrence and incapacitation").
266. Dubber, supra note 153, at 713 ("A sentence of life without parole has come to be regarded as a benign penalty, thanks in no small part to the 'death is different' campaign of opponents of capital punishment."); see also Steiker & Steiker, supra note 57, at 31 (noting that the strategy of death penalty abolitionists to rely on harsh incarceration sanctions as an alternative to the death penalty might lead to lengthy terms of incarceration being viewed "as a 'lesser' evil instead of as an evil in itself").
267. Steiker & Steiker, supra note 57, at 52.
have “won capital defendants certain additional protections, but only at the considerable cost of lumping together all other penalties under the rubric of ‘non-capital’ punishments, thereby effectively shielding incarceration from constitutional scrutiny,” 268

Nor are capital defendants the only litigants who have learned the value of death-is-different arguments. States resisting expanded constitutional rights rely on the Court’s two-track system to keep the Court from imposing the same requirements in all criminal cases. The State of Illinois, for instance, argued that the actual innocence exception to the procedural default rule for federal habeas corpus claims should be limited to capital cases. 269 Illinois relied on the Court’s recognition “that the gravity of capital punishment necessitates additional procedural safeguards as compared to proceedings involving lesser penalties.” 270 It also highlighted administrability concerns with extending the actual innocence exception because “[e]xtending the exception to noncapital sentencing would convert the exception from one applicable only in the ‘extraordinary case,’ to a common occurrence.” 271

One can hardly blame these litigants for taking the stances they do. The Court created a death-is-different framework that makes these arguments not only acceptable, but practically necessary to serve the interests of one’s client. The problem is that, because litigants have the incentive—indeed, the obligation—to make these sorts of arguments, the death-is-different philosophy gets reinforced and the Court repeatedly hears arguments that effectively cast aside all other punishments as less important. In this way, the two-track system is self-reinforcing. Once it is established, it is hard to dismantle because the Court can continue to save itself the cost of additional oversight obligations that interfere with the political branches. As long as the Court allows itself to draw a line between defendants with sentencing rights and those without, noncapital defendants will lack critical protections.

C. The Two Tracks Mirror the Irrationality of Sentencing Politics

The Court’s failure to protect the rights of noncapital defendants is particularly troublesome because of the political process’s bias against noncapital defendants. Criminal defendants and their representatives are, to put it mildly, a politically weak group. In contrast, many powerful forces are in favor of get-tough sentencing legislation, making it a political winner for

268. Dubber, supra note 153, at 713–14. Similarly, Carol and Jordan Steiker have recently observed, “it may well be that the widespread adoption of [life without parole] ... has significantly increased the sentences of the many in order to make less likely the already unlikely execution of the few.” Steiker & Steiker, supra note 57, at 7.


270. Id. at 13–14.

271. Id. at 15 (citing Murray v. Carrier, 477 U.S. 478, 496 (1986)). Somewhat ironically, Illinois dismissed the court of appeals’ effort to make an extension workable by limiting it to habitual-offender sentences. Illinois argued that “this Court’s actual innocence jurisprudence does not turn on the simple concept of ease of application.” Id. at 16.
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politicians. The result is a political process that produces ever harsher non-capital sentences that may not yield sufficient social benefits and that may be excessive in individual cases. Arguments about fiscal discipline have led to some moderate improvements in sentencing laws, but by and large, most sentences have remained unchanged or been increased. That is why the prison population continues to escalate at a rapid rate. Politicians continue to pass criminal laws with longer sentences and more mandatory minimums without stopping to consider whether these laws result in excessive punishments in individual cases or whether they are the wisest use of state resources in fighting crime. The media and the public pay little attention to the injustices associated with excessive punishment because they are more concerned with cases where the sentences are too lenient. As William Stuntz has explained, this political environment frequently produces sentences in particular cases that even legislators who passed the legislation believe are too long. Without judicial oversight by either judges or juries (because some 90–95 percent of all noncapital cases end in pleas, not trials), there is little to police these disproportionate and arbitrary sentences except the discretion of the prosecutor bringing the charges. That mechanism has fallen far short of an adequate check.

Although the politics surrounding capital punishment is not exactly a model of rational deliberation, legislative reforms have been more frequent and expansive in that context. Fifteen states and the District of Columbia have abolished the death penalty, with New Jersey making the decision to abolish

272. I have written about this political dynamic in greater detail elsewhere. See Barkow, Administering Crime, supra note 9, at 723–35; Barkow, Federalism and the Politics of Sentencing, supra note 9, at 1280–83; Barkow, Separation of Powers and the Criminal Law, supra note 9, at 1028–31.

273. See Barkow, Federalism and the Politics of Sentencing, supra note 9, at 1285–90 (describing reforms based on cost constraints that are an exception to the otherwise punitive trend); see also Rachel E. Barkow, The Political Market for Criminal Justice, 104 MICH. L. REV. 1713, 1713 n.5 (2006) (noting the increase in sentences from 1988 to 2000).

274. In 1980, there were 1,118,097 people on probation; 183,988 people in jail; 319,598 in prison; and 220,438 on parole, for a total of 1,842,100 people under correctional supervision. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Key Facts at a Glance: Correctional Populations, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/tables/corr2tab.htm (last visited Jan. 29, 2009). By 2006, there were 4,237,023 people on probation; 766,010 in jail; 1,492,973 in prison; 798,202 on parole, for a total of 7,211,400 people under correctional supervision. Id.

275. Stuntz, supra note 122, at 2556–58.


B. It in 2007. A number of states now have vibrant grass-roots campaigns seeking abolition of the death penalty, and several other states with the death penalty on the books rarely if ever carry out an execution. Indeed, only a handful of states account for all the executions in the United States. And even those states that execute the most defendants have passed significant reforms. For example, before Court decisions making the practices unconstitutional, a number of states with capital punishment had eliminated the death penalty for juveniles and the mentally retarded, all states had rejected execution of the mentally insane, and most states did not authorize the death penalty for the rape of an adult woman, for the rape of a child, or for participation in a robbery where an accomplice takes a life. Between 2000 and 2005, every death penalty state but two had enacted some kind of reform measure. A host of states have imposed or proposed a moratorium on executions or have insisted on studies addressing the fairness of their capital sentencing procedures. Even in Texas, where the death penalty is administered more frequently than any other state and where more than 80 percent of the public supports capital punishment, a majority of the public supported a moratorium on executions to make sure they were administered fairly. Indeed, conservative commentators who have in the past

279. Liebman, supra note 253, at 2140 n.264 ("[S]erious abolition campaigns are taking place in Kentucky, Missouri, New Hampshire, and Oregon.").

280. Carol and Jordan Steiker refer to these states as "symbolic states," and they include in this camp both states that rarely give death sentences at all and those that give death sentences but then fail to carry out the execution. Carol S. Steiker & Jordan M. Steiker, A Tale of Two Nations: Implementation of the Death Penalty in "Executing" Versus "Symbolic" States in the United States, 84 Tex. L. Rev. 1869, 1870 & n.11 (2006).

281. Id. at 1873 (noting that between 1977 and 2006, about 85 percent of total executions were conducted in eleven southern and border states).

282. Eighteen states that otherwise allowed the death penalty for other offenders had banned it for juveniles by the time Roper was decided. Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 564 (2005).


286. The Court in Kennedy noted that only six of the thirty-seven jurisdictions that allow the death penalty have authorized the death penalty for the rape of a child. Kennedy v. Louisiana, 128 S. Ct. 2641, 2653 (2008). The Court's count was mistaken, however, because the federal government authorizes the death penalty for child rape in military cases. Linda Greenhouse, Justice Dept. Admits Error In Failure To Brief Court, N.Y. Times, July 3, 2008, at A15.

287. Enmund v. Florida, 458 U.S. 782, 792 (1982) (noting that only eight states authorized the death penalty "to be imposed solely because the defendant somehow participated in a robbery in the course of which a murder was committed").


289. Liebman, supra note 253, at 2140 n.264 (listing states).

The Court of Life and Death

supported the death penalty have recently come out in favor of measures to check government power in this context, with some even urging abolition. 291 The difference in the politics of these two areas of sentencing is in part based on the fact that death is different in terms of its emotional impact on the public, just as it has been on the Court. The specter of an unjustified state killing is a powerful rhetorical tool that can and has mobilized a significant portion of the public to take a closer look at whether and when capital punishment is appropriate. 292 This portion of the population is sufficiently large and invested in the issue that is has successfully pushed for the political changes discussed above. Moreover, jurors serve an additional check on the state because unlike noncapital cases, which rarely go to juries, capital cases almost always do. 293 If the state tries to go beyond what the public would accept in an individual case, the jury can represent the community view and prevent the excessive sentence. The media, too, helps to police excesses in capital punishment by reporting on its failings. 294

In contrast, the proportion of the population emotionally invested in noncapital sentencing to mobilize for change is negligible. 295 Relatively few people care passionately about criminal sentencing being rational the way that abolitionists care about the death penalty being abolished. 296 And to a great extent, the media shares the public’s indifference to noncapital cases. For example, while the media focuses critically on abuses with the administration of the death penalty, the same structural abuses exist in noncapital

291. Liebman, supra note 253, at 2140 n.264 (including George F. Will, Pat Robertson, Henry Hyde, and Oliver North among those conservatives who have expressed concern with the administration of the death penalty).

292. Although it has had its struggles with framing a consistently successful message, the anti-death penalty movement has, with some success, expanded and diversified its membership by including students, victims’ families, members of various racial groups, and a variety of religious communities, such as Baptists, Catholics, Jews, Methodists, Presbyterians, Quakers, and Unitarians. Herbert H. Haines, Against Capital Punishment: The Anti-Death Penalty Movement in America, 1972-1994, at 102-16 (1996). At least one abolitionist organization has over one hundred state and national affiliates in all fifty states. See National Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty, http://www.ncadp.org/index.cfm?content=2 (last visited Jan. 29, 2009).


294. Berman, supra note 2, at 15-16 (noting that both traditional and non-traditional media sources disproportionately cover death penalty cases).

295. James S. Liebman et al., Death matters: a reply to Professors Latzer and Cauthen, 84 Judicature 72, 72 (2000) (“Compare, for example, the intensity with which citizens and policy makers debate the proper parameters of the death penalty, to the relative invisibility of analogous discussions of the proper scope of murder as opposed to manslaughter, or of mandatory minimum terms versus life without parole.”).

296. The families and friends of those serving time take an interest, as do some academics. But these groups do not have much traction in the political process. See Barkow, Administering Crime, supra note 9, at 725-27.
cases but rarely gain attention.\footnote{297} In part, the relative frequency of noncapital sentencing is the problem. It is not news that someone gets a life sentence or a long term of incarceration. With a prison population of over two million,\footnote{298} long sentences have become a dog-bites-man storyline. In contrast, the death penalty is administered infrequently enough that every execution gets national coverage and attention.\footnote{299} Doubtless as a result, the political process pays more attention to offenders facing death—ironically, offenders who have committed the most serious crimes—than all other offenders.

Far from correcting this imbalance, the Court feeds into it by also ignoring noncapital sentencing and putting its oversight into capital sentencing. While the public is free to pick and choose the issues that arouse its passions, the Constitution is designed to keep the Court’s attention on the question of rights, not the groups or causes it cares about most. By ignoring the fundamental rights at stake and playing favorites, the Court has abandoned its constitutional charge.

None of this is to say that Court oversight is not needed in capital cases or that the politics surrounding the death penalty is working effectively. The politics surrounding the death penalty is itself deficient in multiple ways,\footnote{300} and the Court certainly has an important role to play in overseeing these very serious cases. Rather, the point here is that there is no basis for the Court’s two-track system that completely ignores the noncapital sentences, which are often the product of an even more dysfunctional political process.\footnote{301}

This state of affairs is made all the more troubling by the fact that noncapital cases are the core of the criminal justice system in the United States. The Court is providing oversight to less than 1 percent of criminal justice...


\footnote{300} For a good discussion, see Smith, supra note 4, at 294–335.

\footnote{301} See Barkow, \textit{Federalism and the Politics of Sentencing}, supra note 9, at 1280–83, 1291–97 (describing the ways in which the politics of sentencing suffers from an imbalance of interests, and is affected by cognitive biases).
convictions.\textsuperscript{302} For the remaining criminal defendants, the Court provides virtually no sentencing review. Just as in the political process, these cases are falling under the radar of the Court, despite the fact that they affect millions of people.

IV. TOWARD A UNIFIED JURISPRUDENCE OF PUNISHMENT

To maximize the Eighth Amendment's substantive protections for all defendants, a uniform approach that applied the capital protections to noncapital protections would be the preferred option. But this Part addresses the tougher question of whether uniformity would be beneficial even without a guarantee that all the rights that now apply to capital defendants would be extended to noncapital defendants. Even if one agrees that the two-track system is unjustified as a matter of constitutional doctrine and unwise as a matter of policy, one might still have reservations about adopting a unified sentencing jurisprudence in which capital and noncapital cases are treated alike because of a fear that a unified theory would be even worse for defendants. After all, uniformity could mean that capital and noncapital sentences both receive the dismal treatment noncapital sentences currently receive.\textsuperscript{303}

But it is unlikely that the Court would abandon all or even most of its capital regulation to avoid giving the benefits to noncapital cases. The main reason for this optimistic prediction is that the Court cares too deeply about capital cases and bears too much responsibility for them to abandon all the protections it has established in that context. As James Liebman recently explained, relying on the work of Robert Cover,\textsuperscript{304} the Court feels an irresistible impulse to take an active role in regulating the death penalty because "the Justices' position astride the system of judicially deployed state killing create[s] a strong sense of superintending the violence," which "in turn arouse[s] a strong need to be sure the violence [is] justified."\textsuperscript{305} The Supreme Court receives a petition on the eve of almost every execution,\textsuperscript{306} with the petitioner asking for a reprieve from death. The Court cannot ignore its role in these cases, and it is now too engrained in the process to

\textsuperscript{302} In the last year in which comprehensive data is available, 2004, more than one million adults received noncapital sentences versus 115 people who received death sentences. DUROSE & LAGAN, supra note 6, at 2–3.

\textsuperscript{303} The experience of seeking uniformity in federal sentencing law seems to provide a cautionary tale, for the drive toward uniformity there led to harsher sentences for almost everyone. See, e.g., Stephen J. Schulhofer, Assessing the Federal Sentencing Process: The Problem is Uniformity, not Disparity, 29 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 833, 857, 873 (1992).


\textsuperscript{305} Liebman, supra note 5, at 106–107.

\textsuperscript{306} See Stephens v. Kemp, 464 U.S. 1027, 1028 (1983) (Powell, J., dissenting) (expressing frustration at the "the now familiar process in which an application for a stay is filed here within the shadow of the date and time set for execution"); Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Remarks for Second Circuit Judicial Conference (May 29, 1998), in 180 F.R.D. 687, 688 (1998) (observing that Justice Scalia "received in a 7-month span, and presented to the rest of us, 29 petitions to stop executions in Texas alone").
step aside. "After decades of regulating the death penalty at the behest of a committed and sophisticated capital defense bar . . . everyone looks to the Court to provide overarching direction for the capital system, its legal justification, and even the final order letting the execution proceed." As Justice Jackson candidly stated, "[w]hen the penalty is death," the Court is "tempted to strain the evidence and even, in close cases, the law in order to give a doubtfully condemned man another chance."

It is not just the Court’s internal conscience that would lead it to continue regulating capital punishment. The Court also feels the pull of the public. The public has grown increasingly concerned with the administration of the death penalty, and it will continue to rely on the Court to police it. The Court, for its part, is unlikely to ignore these expectations. As Corinna Barrett Lain has argued, the Court’s recent decisions in cases like Atkins and Roper are explained in large part by sociopolitical changes since 2000 and the public’s increasing unease with how the death penalty is administered.

Press coverage of actually innocent people being convicted, of errors and inadequacies in death cases, and of faulty crime labs sparked a national debate about the death penalty, leading to moratoria across the country as well as other legal reforms. As the public “lost confidence in the death penalty’s administration . . . the Court’s shift from deregulating to reregulating in this area left little doubt that many of the Justices felt the same way.” It seems difficult to imagine that the Court would be immune to these pressures if it were to shift to a uniform theory of sentencing.

The public’s disinterest in noncapital cases is not likely to be enough to neutralize its demands for procedural justice in capital cases. On the contrary, there is reason to believe that the public would support reforms in both contexts that seek to end disproportionately harsh results in individual cases. While the public has supported tougher sentencing legislation, it has done so because it tends to have the worst cases in mind when it thinks about general laws. When members of the public are told about how these laws would apply in individual cases, they frequently disagree with the harsh outcomes they produce. This concern about a law’s application in some cases has not been enough to mobilize the public to seek or support broader reform of
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307. Liebman, supra note 5, at 126.
310. See infra text accompanying notes 278–294.
311. Lain, supra note 288, at 35–54.
312. Id. at 43–48.
313. Id. at 53.
314. Id. at 68, 74–76 (explaining that moderate, swing votes on the Court—such as Justice Kennedy’s—are particularly influenced by changing sociopolitical norms and public opinion).
315. See, e.g., Barkow, Administering Crime, supra note 9, at 748–51 (explaining that members of the electorate “do not exhibit the zeal for harsher sentences seen in the political arena” when they are given more information about how sentences would actually apply to particular cases).
noncapital sentencing laws, but it might be sufficient to prompt the public to accept a Supreme Court jurisprudence that applied what are now exclusively capital protections to noncapital cases as well. Derrick Bell's theory of interest convergence seems applicable here.\textsuperscript{316} Under this theory, the noncapital cases are not of sufficient concern to get the public's or the Court's attention on their own, but when the interests of noncapital defendants converge with the interests of a group that the Court and the public cares more about—those facing death—reform is possible.

Uniformity is also likely to mean more protection, on balance, for both groups because many Justices are increasingly concerned with how the Court is perceived in the international legal community—a community that is actively opposed to the United States' approach to the death penalty.\textsuperscript{317} Legal jurists and scholars from around the world are increasingly filing briefs with the Court, urging it to comply with international standards,\textsuperscript{318} and the Court is increasingly relying on those briefs in making its decisions.\textsuperscript{319} For many Justices, the views of the international community likely matter on a personal level as well. The Justices often take trips abroad to participate in discussions about constitutionalism with international lawyers and judges.\textsuperscript{320} It is not difficult to imagine those exchanges being strained if the Court were to jettison its oversight of capital cases. To be sure, not every Justice would care about the relationship between the Court's rulings and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Derrick Bell, Silent Covenants: Brown v. Board of Education and the Unfulfilled Hopes for Racial Reform 69 (2004).
\item Corinna Barrett Lain argues that the Court in Roper was motivated by political concerns and the fact that "by 2005, the death penalty in general, and the juvenile death penalty in particular, had become an international embarrassment to the United States and a major stumbling block in foreign relations." Lain, supra note 288, at 33; see also Yitzchok Segal, Comment, The Death Penalty and the Debate over the U.S. Supreme Court's Citation of Foreign and International Law, 33 Fordham Urb. L.J. 1421, 1446 (2006) ("The Western world has vehemently condemned capital punishment. This strong opposition to capital punishment has become a cornerstone of the European human rights movement.").
\item See, e.g., Kennedy, 128 S. Ct. at 2650 (listing international opinion as criterion to be considered); Roper, 543 U.S. at 575-78; Akins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 316 n.21 (2002); Segal, supra note 317, at 1428 ("[F]oreign and international legal materials have been invoked with great frequency. Indeed, citations to comparative legal materials have become a hallmark of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence."). One commentator observed of Roper that, if the Justices did not exempt juveniles from the death penalty, "it would have been another Abu Ghraib. The outcry around the world would have been simply astounding." Adam Liptak, Another Step in Reshaping the Capital Justice System, N.Y. Times, Mar. 2, 2005, at A13 (quoting David I. Bruck, director of the Virginia Capital Case Clearinghouse, Washington & Lee University School of Law).
\item See, e.g., Anne-Marie Slaughter, A New World Order 66 (2004) (describing Chief Justice Rehnquist's policy of urging all United States judges to participate in international judicial exchanges in order to better understand one another); Linda Greenhouse, Heartfelt Words from the Rehnquist Court, N.Y. Times, July 6, 2003, § 4, at 3 ("[T]he justices have begun to see themselves as participants in a worldwide constitutional conversation.").
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
his or her own international popularity—and one could reasonably argue
that this should not be a major factor for a judge. But judges are human, and
for some of them, this legal peer pressure would be an additional factor that
would prevent much, if any, deregulation of death.

The continuing regulation of the death penalty—and therefore additional
regulation of noncapital penalties under a uniform sentencing jurispru-
dence—seems especially likely for those pockets of law that are easily
administrable in both contexts without a great cost to the government. It is
hard to imagine any scenario where the Court would allow mandatory death
sentencing just to avoid prohibiting mandatory punishments in noncapital
cases. A uniform rule that prohibits mandatory punishments in all cases
would be easily applied by judges, and it would be consistent with the
overwhelming consensus against mandatory statutory sentences by legal
experts and judges of both parties. 321

Although one cannot predict with the same confidence the fate of the
other death regulations, they also seem likely to survive, at least in part. It
would be difficult for the Court to disavow Furman’s core concern with ar-
bitrary and capricious punishments when that goes to the heart of the
Court’s worries with the death penalty and Furman has served as the
springboard for all of the Court’s death penalty regulations. Nor would it be
prohibitively difficult to insist that noncapital sentencing laws take more
care to guide the discretion of the sentencer. With more than a third of all
states turning to guidelines and many more headed in that direction, the
Court would be following a movement that is already in place and could
turn to those guidelines to gauge how much detail a statute must provide to
avoid arbitrary and capricious sentencing in noncapital cases. To be sure,
avoiding arbitrary and capricious death sentencing has hardly been a success
story, and it would be even more difficult in noncapital cases. So the Court
could well decide that little can be done in this area. But whatever the Court
were to decide, the framework of a bifurcated capital trial with attention to
aggravating factors is so entrenched that it seems unlikely to leave the scene
even if it was no longer mandated by the judiciary.

It is more difficult to predict what the Court would do with its Lockett/Eddings line of cases insisting on individualization. On the one hand,
requiring individualization in noncapital cases would be relatively straight-
forward in terms of the Court’s administrative responsibilities because the
Court would simply have to make clear that defendants in noncapital cases
must be allowed to present mitigating evidence before sentencing. On the other hand, this holding could be costly to the government and lower court
judges because it would increase the complexity of sentencing proceedings.
It would also create tension with the Court’s concern about arbitrary and
capricious sentencing, as the experience in capital cases has made plain.
Indeed, there are two Justices on the current Court who have indicated a
willingness to jettison some or all of this case law precisely for this rea-

long list of critics of mandatory minimums, including members of both political parties).
son. But other Justices, like Justice Blackmun, have felt so strongly about the need for individualization that they would rule the death penalty itself unconstitutional before abandoning it. And even in the face of great tension between this line of cases and *Furman* itself, the Court has continued to adhere to the need for individualization.

This, then, might be an area where the Court would seek a compromise position. Right now, the Court places no limits on what mitigating evidence capital defendants are entitled to present. Because these proceedings are so few in number, this approach does not strain the system, so the Court has been unwilling to consider the issue with more care. In contrast, if it had to adopt a rule of mitigation that applied to all cases, the Court might spend more time thinking about what kind of mitigating evidence is truly crucial to a just regime in order to justify the costs it would impose. Disciplined by these practical considerations, perhaps the Court would adopt something along the lines of the approach recommended by Carol and Jordan Steiker, which would require only mitigating evidence that relates to a defendant's reduced culpability, with the state not required to permit evidence about a defendant's good moral character or prospects for rehabilitation. This more restricted view of mitigation would not only be more workable but would have the added benefit of being less likely to lead to the arbitrary infliction of the death penalty based on whether a jury thinks a particular defendant is attractive or has an appealing personality. A uniform approach could be just the catalyst the Court has needed to improve this area of the law. Admittedly, this is all speculation. It is certainly possible that this is an area that the Court would no longer regulate. But the longevity of this line of cases in the face of criticism makes it far from certain that the Court would abandon it outright, so a compromise position along the lines of culpability seems at least possible.

The fate of proportionality review is perhaps the hardest to predict. Some things would undoubtedly stay the same. The Court could continue to adhere to categorical exemptions of certain offenses in capital cases because, as the most severe punishment, it is entirely consistent with a unified theory to exempt certain offenses from that category. The tougher question is what would happen to the Court's exclusion of certain offenders from capital punishment? It seems highly unlikely—given the Court's responsibility for capital cases, its great concern with them, and its attention to its international reputation—that it would allow juveniles, the mentally retarded, or everyone convicted of felony murder to once again become
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325. *Id.* at 870 (arguing that the more individual facts a jury can consider about a defendant's background, personality, and redemption, "the greater the opportunity for arbitrariness and bias").
eligible for the death penalty. The Court would likely want to maintain its categorical rule excluding these offenders from capital punishment. But to do so and have a consistent theory of sentencing, the Court would have to allow these same offenders to raise a defense of reduced culpability in all noncapital cases. In other words, the same reduced culpability that categorically exempts these offenders from death could, in individual cases, mean they deserve a sentence that is reduced from the sentence that applies to everyone else. Allowing this type of individualization is already permitted in many jurisdictions at very little cost to the system, so the Court is unlikely to resist this change given its concern with capital cases.

The remaining question about proportionality, and the most difficult one, is whether the Court would use the test for excessiveness established in death cases or the one it applies in noncapital cases. There are two main differences between the two contexts. First, in noncapital cases, the Court will not even engage in the inter-jurisdictional comparison of how the crime is treated in other places or the intra-jurisdictional comparison of how the sentence for the crime at issue compares to sentences for other crimes unless it makes a threshold finding that the state has no "reasonable basis for believing" that the penalty it selected will serve either deterrent, retributive, rehabilitative, or incapacitation goals. Second, in capital cases, the Court conducts its own independent assessment to see if the gravity of the offense and the culpability of the offender justify a sentence of death regardless of whether there is objective evidence of a consensus against the punishment.

It is hard to say what would happen if the Court had to adopt a uniform proportionality test. The Court's use of its "independent judgment" is perhaps the most vulnerable of all its death-is-different rules. It rests on a weak rule-of-law footing. Without the ability to point to history, contemporary standards, or social science evidence, the Court could simply outlaw a punishment based on little else than a personal feeling. While the Justices undoubtedly use personal instincts and beliefs in deciding other cases, this is an area where the Court has been particularly open about its approach—and has been subject to criticism as a result. There is no natural limit to what the Court can strike down on this basis, so if this standard were to apply outside the death penalty context, it would cast doubt on any number of criminal penalties, create tension with the political branches, and perhaps raise the question of the Court's legitimacy. But, the Court has made ample use of this authority in the death penalty context. Without the ability to bring its independent judgment to bear on the question of proportionality, it arguably
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327. Lee, supra note 59, at 689 n.54 (citing Court decisions using this test). For a recent example, see Kennedy v. Louisiana, 128 S. Ct. 2641, 2650 (2008) (noting that the Court's "own independent judgment" supports its holding that it is unconstitutional to impose a death sentence for someone who rapes a child).

328. After Justice Stevens recently relied on his "own experience" to conclude that the death penalty is no longer constitutional, Baze v. Rees, 128 S. Ct. 1520, 1551 (2008) (Stevens, J., concurring in the judgment), Justice Scalia wrote a scathing opinion, noting that "[p]urer expression cannot be found of the principle of rule by judicial fiat." Id. at 1555 (Scalia, J., concurring).
could not have reached the results it did in *Roper*, *Atkins*, or *Kennedy* because there was not a strong consensus in the United States against executing juveniles, the mentally retarded, or child rapists.

It is similarly difficult to anticipate what would happen to the threshold inquiry the Court now uses in noncapital cases. Applying that threshold inquiry across the board would make it harder to strike down capital statutes because the state could reasonably believe that the death penalty would serve either deterrent, retributive, or incapacitative goals in most cases. Many of the Court’s recent cases arguably could not stand if this test were applied at the outset. Moreover, it is unclear that the threshold test even commands a majority of the current Court in noncapital cases because it was stated in a plurality opinion. With that said, the Court has been so reluctant to police noncapital sentences that it might resist removing a threshold test that allows it to avoid making tough calls about which punishments cross the line.

As always, predicting the future has its perils, but there are good reasons to believe that a uniform jurisprudence would lead the Court to retain at least some of its capital sentencing regulation. Moreover, any areas that would be discarded would not necessarily leave an inferior capital punishment regime in their place. Uniformity would inevitably mean that the Court would pay more attention to the costs of its rules because it would have to consider how those rules would apply in hundreds of thousands of noncapital cases. The Court would no longer have the luxury of imposing intricate and expensive procedures with the knowledge that they would apply to a relative handful of capital cases. Once the Court is forced to consider the toll its requirements would take on the entirety of the criminal justice system, it would likely use more care in how it constructs them, which might sharpen its focus on what judicial oversight is most important and useful. The uniform approach could thereby help avoid the problem of “selective attention,” where the Court focuses only on the needs of a small subset of defendants and fails to recognize other problems with sentencing. By looking at all the cases
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330. As Stephen Holmes and Cass Sunstein have pointed out, “[n]o right whose enforcement presupposes a selective expenditure of taxpayer contributions can, at the end of the day, be protected unilaterally by the judiciary without regard to budgetary consequences for which other branches of government bear the ultimate responsibility.” STEPHEN HOLMES & CASS R. SUNSTEIN, *THE COST OF RIGHTS: WHY LIBERTY DEPENDS ON TAXES* 97 (1999).

331. *Id.* at 125 (“A key goal of the legal system ought to be to overcome the problem of selective attention, a general problem that emerges whenever participants focus on one aspect of an issue to the exclusion of other aspects.”).
in the mix, the Court can decide where judicial resources are most needed—not by favoring some defendants over others, but by crafting uniform procedural rules that will benefit all.

Capital defendants would not necessarily be worse off even if these optimistic predictions are wrong and death cases were to lose most of the protections they have now. The Court’s special rules for death cases create problems of their own for those seeking abolition or reform of the death penalty, because the Court’s rules lull the public and those who participate in capital decision making into a false sense that capital cases are sufficiently protected by the judiciary. If instead those protections were removed, those concerned with the fair administration of capital punishment could no longer take false comfort in the comparative advantages of death cases. Instead, they would have to convince themselves that the procedures are sufficient—a task that would be made difficult, to say the least, if the only judicial restrictions on capital punishment were the weak ones that now apply in noncapital cases. In the absence of any Court-imposed regulation, the political process would likely provide some regulation of its own. While that might be the reinstitution of the rules abandoned by the Court, it is also possible that regulation from a source other than the Court would yield substantive rules that pay closer attention to the real deficiencies with capital punishment’s administration.

But even assuming this political safety valve does not operate and some of the procedural protections are lost to capital defendants and not replaced by something else, that does not mean a uniform approach would be worse overall than what we have now. The cost to capital cases in lost rights must be weighed against whatever benefits are achieved in noncapital cases. Many death penalty reformers are of the view that the gains from the Supreme Court’s case law have been modest at best. Their core concerns about the death penalty remain. So, if some of those small gains were lost, capital punishment would be worse off, but not necessarily by that much.

Contrast that with the situation for the millions of noncapital defendants. They currently get almost no Court oversight of their sentences. Even if the Court were to extend only one of its death-is-different rules to noncapital

332. To be sure, the lengthy trial and appeals process of a death case would not disappear under a single-track system, so even if officials were aware that the cases were governed by the same standards, perhaps the public would still think these cases were getting something more by the sheer length of time during which they are reviewed. Still, it might be possible to educate the public that death cases are not receiving special treatment; they are just taking longer.


334. See, e.g., Liebman, supra note 5, at 119–20 (noting that while “[s]ome good has come of the Court’s capital jurisprudence . . . its progress has been more in circles than forward”); Smith, supra note 4, at 334 (noting that, in practice, we have a politicized death penalty system).

335. See, e.g., Liebman, supra note 5, at 119–20 (noting some gains from the Court’s jurisprudence but concluding that the Court’s “progress has been more in circles than forward”); Smith, supra note 4, at 383 (concluding that “only time will tell” if recent “political” reforms imposed by the Supreme Court will increase fairness in the administration of the death penalty).
sentencing, the results would be dramatic. Consider the rule most likely to be maintained under a uniform theory: a prohibition on mandatory sentencing laws. If mandatory punishments were eliminated, it would make a dramatic difference for the thousands upon thousands of defendants serving these sentences, as well as the countless others who plead guilty to avoid being charged under a mandatory minimum statute. In noncapital cases, even this one rule change would make a world of difference—and would affect hundreds of thousands of defendants, not just the handful serving time on death row. This kind of reform alone would therefore justify the switch to a uniform jurisprudence of sentencing.

CONCLUSION

The Court's two-track approach to sentencing is legally and normatively untenable. A uniform approach under which all criminal defendants get the same substantive sentencing rights under the Eighth Amendment would put the Court's sentencing jurisprudence back into the constitutional mainstream. When it comes to protecting fundamental rights, death should not be different. The Court should not be permitted to establish a separate jurisprudence for what it views as the most sympathetic cases. It should hold itself to the same equal protection standards to which it holds the political branches. Doing so would likely produce the same salutary effects that equal protection requirements have had in other contexts, with sentencing law improving not just for a select few, but for all who face the punitive power of the state.

336. In one year alone, more than 20,000 offenders faced mandatory minimum sentences at the federal level. U.S. SENTENCING COMM'N, supra note 245, at tbl.43. As of the beginning of 2006, 65 percent of the adult offenders in New Jersey were serving mandatory minimum terms. N.J. Dep't of Corr., Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.state.nj.us/corrections/frequentlyasked.html (last visited Jan. 29, 2009). When one adds all the states that have mandatory minimum sentences to the mix and considers that these sentences are sought year after year, it is not unreasonable to expect that this one rule could affect hundreds of thousands of offenders.

337. See, e.g., Gary T. Lowenthal, Mandatory Sentencing Laws: Undermining the Effectiveness of Determinate Sentencing Reform, 81 CAL. L. REV. 61, 78 (1993) (arguing that prosecutors who threaten to file a charge with a mandatory minimum sentence “pressure defendants, who otherwise might test the state's evidence, into accepting guilty pleas”); Michael M. O’Hear, Plea Bargaining and Procedural Justice, 42 GA. L. REV. 407, 425 (2008) (observing that mandatory minimums give prosecutors even more power over defendants than they have traditionally enjoyed); cf. Smith, supra note 4, at 375 (noting that death cases get litigated even when defendants plead guilty because sentencing is still an issue for the jury).